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DISCLAIMER
The statements made about products and services have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug
Administration (U.S.). They are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any condition or disease.
Please consult with your own physician or health care specialist regarding the suggestions and
recommendations made in this course and on the audio cds.
Total Life Control nor any of its authors, contributors, or other representatives will be liable for damages
arising out of or in connection with the use of this site. This is a comprehensive limitation of liability that
applies to all damages of any kind, including (without limitation) compensatory, direct, indirect or
consequential damages, loss of data, income or profit, loss of or damage to property and claims of third
parties.
This course provides services such as training programs, articles, and nutrition information. As such, use
of this service implies your acceptance of the terms described herein.
You understand that these services are provided without a health examination and without prior
discussion of my health condition. You understand that in no way will Total Life Control provide medical
advice and that no medical advice is contained within this site or the services provided.
You understand that these services are not intended as a substitute for consultation with a licensed
healthcare practioner, such as your physician. Before you begin any training program, or change your
nutritional regimen, you will consult your physician or other licensed healthcare practioner to ensure that
you are in good health and that these services will not harm you.
If you experience any unusual symptoms after following these services, you will stop performing the
exercise(s) and consult with your healthcare practioner immediately.
You understand that the information and content of these services should not be used to diagnose a
health problem or disease, or to determine any health- related treatment program, including weight loss,
diet, or exercise.
You understand that there are risks associated with the use of these services. Use of these services
implies that you assume all risks, known and unknown, inherent to exercise, workout programs, nutrition
programs, and physical changes and/or injuries which may result from the use of these services.
Benefits : Participation in a regular program of physical activity has been shown to produce positive
changes in a number of organ systems. These changes include increased work capacity, improved
cardiovascular efficiency, and increased muscular strength, flexibility, power, and endurance.
Risks : You recognize that exercise carries some risk to the musculoskeletal system (strains, sprains) and
the cardio-respiratory system (dizziness, discomfort in breathing, heart attack). You hereby certify that
you know of no medical problem that would increase your risk of illness and injury because of
participation in a regular exercise program, or you will not use any service related to an exercise
program.
You hereby release Total Life Control from any liability related to these services to the fullest extent
permitted by law. This includes any damages, costs, or losses of any nature arising from the use of these
services and the information provided by these services, including direct, consequential, special,
punitive, or incidental damages, even if Total Life Control has been advised of the possibility of such
damages.
Your use of this information confirms my agreement to the above terms and conditions. If you do not
agree, you will not utilize this information.
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PREFACE
10 years ago, I was in your shoes…
I was obsessed with bodybuilding… I had enough drive for 10 men… I lived,
breathed, & sleeped bodybuilding. But, the funny thing is, I was always frustrated!
I could never grow fast enough. Even though I built 59 lbs of lean muscle mass
(not weight), in 3 years without drugs… It still wasn’t enough. I needed more… MORE!
But, then something sad happened when I decided to compete…
I saw that bodybuilding was about chemicals instead of smart training and
nutrition… Short term muscle gains with no regards to health or their life…
That day… My passion for bodybuilding died.
But, a very unique individual rekindled the animal drive within me the last couple
of years – and that man is Wade McNutt.
Wade is a champion on all levels: physically, mentally and emotionally. He talks
the talk and walks the walk. His body is a living testimonial that IT IS POSSIBLE to get
freaky big naturally.
In fact, it works almost TOO GOOD! I’m serious. Only 6 weeks after following
Wade’s system, people are accusing me of using steroids and some women are saying
“You’re too big… Don’t get any bigger.” I’m not pulling your leg. I’m dead serious.
You’re in for the muscle-building ride of your life. But… you have to pay the
price. Even though, you now hold the best training system on earth, you have to work the
system. You have to pay with blood, sweat and puke.
Let’s get freaky,

Matt Gallant
Kinesiologist, Bsc. Sc. Phys, Act.
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Freaky Growth Naturally Introduction
Dear friend and fellow muscle warrior,
First and foremost, I want to let you know how honored I am to give you the greatest
training system ever devised for building Freaky Big Muscles Naturally. I would like to
take the time to give you a brief overview of what you need to do achieve total success
with the FREAKY FOUNDATION TRAINING SYSTEM.
First off I want you to forget everything you ever knew about training. Because if you’re
not huge now, everything you know is keeping you from becoming HUGE. Then I want
you to read the entire Freaky Foundation Home Study Course as well as listening to all of
the CD’s at least once.
Pay special attention to the Mindset of Natural Champion CD as it is absolutely
CRITICAL for you to have the right mindset when embarking on the program. I have a
saying : “Where the MIND goes the BODY will follow”. So the first step to becoming
HUGE is to think HUGE.
In my own journey in becoming a National Bodybuilding Champion and Mr.
UNIVERSE contender I have performed thousands of workouts, tried ever system, and
read almost everything about nutrition out there over my 17+ years in the iron game. I
have spent countless hours and ridiculous amounts of money researching, testing and
perfecting the Freaky Big Naturally training system.
FREAKY BIG NATURALLY is much more than any other system out there because it is
an ongoing program. The more you grow and the more you learn the more we keep
supplying you with the ongoing information to keep you ahead of everyone else.
Whether it is BUILDING MASSIVE MUSCLES, SLICING BODYFAT, CONTEST
DIETING, OR SPORT SPECIFIC TRAINING, we provide you with all of the “insider
secrets” that the magazines don’t know, and what the champions don’t tell.
From training routines, nutrition programs, supplements, latest scientific breakthroughs,
you name it, Freaky Big Naturally is there providing you the TRUTH. I got ripped off
and scammed many times on my way up the ladder, and I want to make sure that YOU
will never get ripped off again.
I sure wish I had this system when I started training because I could have saved myself a
lot of pain, frustration and wasted time and money in building Freaky Big Muscles. The
point is you don’t have to take the slow mistake laden way that I did…there is a much
faster and a much smarter way…The Freaky Big Naturally way.
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Avoid costly mistakes
Although I cannot possibly cram all of the information I learned in the entire 17 years of
training into one course, you can get on the right track NOW and stop wasting time with
magazine training programs that don’t work and half baked bodybuilding theories from
Pencil Necks and Juice Monkeys that are constantly floating around the gym.
Believe me, let the other losers believe, experiment and waste their time with these
myths. While they are wasting time with “analysis paralysis”, you will be growing
HUGE FAST.
Not only are you are saving thousands of dollars on bogus routines that don’t work. With
Freaky Big Foundation training you are saving valuable time by dramatically
compressing the time it takes to get Freaky BIG NATURALLY. Believe me your friends
at the gym will be wondering how you KNOW so much and how you got so BIG so
FAST.

Warning you will be accused of taking steroids
Many Freaky Big Naturally clients have been accused of using steroids, growth hormone,
and a whole range of bodybuilding drugs. When it happens to you, and believe me, it
will, just smile to yourself with the quite confidence that real champions exude and keep
packing on the muscle naturally without harmful drugs.
Next, I want you to follow every detail laid out in the training manual. Believe me,
success comes in the details. One thing I KNOW is that FREAKY BIG MUSCLES are
built by paying attention to all of the little things.
Perform every workout like it is the absolute most important thing in your life. Never
skip a meal, never skip a workout and always believe in yourself. Remember, the
program is simple to follow, but it ain’t easy.
Building FREAKY BIG MUSCLES requires incredible discipline, consistency, a positive
mental attitude and most of all the right training system. Your search through the
minefield of bogus training programs is over. FREAKY BIG NATURALLY is not just
the right system, it is the best system.
For you muscle warriors who want to get HUGE as fast as possible, you must remember:
“If you do what others won’t, you get to do what other people can’t”. So let nothing stand
in your way.
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No More Guesswork
We have taken the guess work out of everything. All you have to do is follow every
detail and you will walk the path all of the great champions have tread. There are few on
the path but the journey is well worth the effort.
Finally, I want to encourage you to join the FREAKY INSIDER CLUB, so that I become
your ongoing personal coach. You get to interact with me personally and with other
Freaky Big Naturally Insiders who share our passion for building muscles.
My promise and commitment to you is that I will guide you to the Freaky Big Promised
Land. I will be with you every step of the way on your way to building the perfect body.
I know with my help you can get there faster than any other method, as a matter of fact, I
GUARANTEE IT.
I look forward to you joining me in The Freaky Insider CLUB. Your place at the throne
of hugeness awaits you… it is up to you to climb the mountain. Let’s Grow Together.
Sincerely,
Wade McNutt
Freaky Big Naturally Forever.
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Chapter 1
Meet Your Coaches…
Who Is Wade McNutt?
Wade McNutt is one of Canada’s premier trainers. His worldwide client list includes:
actors, singers, business tycoons, professional and amateur athletes, as well as seniors,
teens and a whole range of individuals from every walk of life.
From millionaires to students, actors to homemakers, Wade understands your specific
requirements in achieving your fitness goals. Many of his clients are amazed at his
friendly demeanor and diverse range of abilities when it comes to producing fast results.
Wade was born in Scarborough, Ontario and moved to a rural area in New Brunswick
Canada at an early age. He was an avid athlete and excelled in ice hockey.
At around age 15, weighing only 135lbs, he began lifting weights to increase his muscle
size and strength for hockey. Living in the remote woods 5 miles to his nearest neighbor
and 55 miles to the closest gym, he was unable to attend a gym.
Not to be deterred by a lack of training facilities, Wade constructed his own gym in a
barn beside his family’s home. He saved money from odd jobs to purchase his first
weight set and began training in earnest to build the muscles he so desired. Not even
temperatures of below –40 Celsius could deter Wade from his workouts, as he would
train in the unheated barn wearing a snowsuit.
It wasn’t long before Wade got bitten by the bodybuilding bug and put all his effort into
building his body. Wade trained ferociously in his home made gym in the woods. In his
spare time he studied as much information as he could possibly read: books, magazines,
textbooks - anything that related to health and fitness.
Wade experimented with and analyzed every training system he could in his quest for
bigger muscles. You name it, he has tried it.
In 1990 he enrolled at the University of New Brunswick to study Bachelor of Physical
Education (human kinetics) with a major in Sport Science. He started training clients in
1991 and entered his first bodybuilding show in 1993 and place 3rd in the lightweight
division.
Not satisfied with the training science at University he finished school in 1994 and
traveled to Los Angeles, California to learn first hand what the top bodybuilding and
fitness athletes were doing in the quest for physical perfection.
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Wade spent the next two years in the fitness industry by personal training, working in
nutrition stores, and running a gym, while continuing to build his physique. By 1996 he
decided to focus on his bodybuilding career and moved back to NB to prepare for the
Canadian National Bodybuilding championships.
In the fall of 1996 he qualified for the Nationals, but failed to win his overall provincial
championship. Wade spent another year honing his physique and was rewarded when he
won the Heavyweight and Overall Provincial Championships for NB.
This gave him the lifetime buy to the Nationals he so desired. Even though Wade had
had built a phenomenal amount of muscle, he felt his physique did not have the ‘finished
look” that all top champions exude.
Wade sought out and hooked up with legendary trainer Scott Abel to further his training
and nutrition knowledge. The results were fantastic, and Wade finally achieved that hard
to get, rock hard, ultra-shredded conditioning. Wade placed 6th in Canada at his first
National Championships in the light heavyweight division in one of the most competitive
Canadian Nationals ever. At this point Wade was at a crossroads.
Although Wade had put on over 100 pounds of muscle since he first started training,
modern bodybuilding had changed dramatically in the last 10 years.
With the current training technology Wade realized that he would have to take massive
amounts of steroids, growth hormone, and other drugs in order to win the Canadian
Championship and become a professional bodybuilder. Then he would have to take even
more drugs to compete successfully in the professional bodybuilder ranks.
Wade loved the thrill of competition, but his competitive nature could not accept losing.
He also did not want to jeopardize his health or future by using drugs. Wade hung up his
posing trunks to focus on his business career in the health and fitness industry and to find
new ways of building muscle naturally.
Right after the Nationals Wade moved to Vancouver, British Columbia. He took on
more clients and in 6 months opened his own nutrition and health store. For a year and
half he ran both the health store and his personal training business.
Both businesses grew rapidly, and he ended up selling the store as time did not permit
both in his life. By 2001 Wade had a highly successful personal training business, but the
competitor in him desired more than business success.
Wade discovered that there was a rapid growth in drug tested bodybuilding and fitness
shows. His pursuit of physical perfection led him to study the Ancient Meditation
techniques of the East.
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He discovered that thousands of years ago eastern masters possessed incredible
knowledge of physiology, psychology, and nutrition. He rapidly accelerated his
knowledge and inner journey by following the Kriya Yoga meditation path.
Having discovered the missing keys to unlimited possibility taught by these ancient
masters, Wade began incorporating this lost science into modern day bodybuilding.
Armed with his new knowledge, Wade knew it was time to return to competitive
bodybuilding. This time he would compete not for himself but for his ideals.
Since practicing meditation Wade had stopped eating meat. Conventional knowledge in
bodybuilding is that vegetarians have no chance in bodybuilding. Wade decided to
shatter that myth by competing as a vegetarian, and without using drugs. In today’s drug
obsessed, meat eating sport this was certainly a novel idea that few persons would dare
try.
Wade spent the next year again working in conjunction with Scott Abel to prepare for the
Intersport Western Naturals Drug Tested Bodybuilding Contest. Wade made a
successful return to the posing dais, as he won the middleweight division, the overall
title, and he also captured the best poser award.
Wade then spent the next year packing on even more mass to prepare for his assault on
the National World Qualifiers in 2003.Wade blew away the competition in the Western
Canadian Bodybuilding Championships winning the light heavyweight title and the
overall title.
Knowing that the competition would be very difficult at the Nationals, he dropped two
weight classes in only 5 weeks to come in ultra shredded condition. The plan worked,
and he became the first ever national champion of the newly created light middleweight
division.
Wade then traveled to Bombay, India, to compete against the rest of the world at the
IFBB Mr. Universe World Bodybuilding championships. Competing in the Mr. Universe
world championships was a dream come true, and, although he did not win, he had now
achieved his goal of being one of the world’s best natural bodybuilders. “I was the only
vegetarian in the contest and the first since the Legendary Bill Pearl.”
Like Bill Pearl, Wade was disappointed by the rampant drug use at the World
Championships: “I mean it was totally ridiculous, many of the competitors who got tested
failed, there was bribing of judges, and testers etc. It was a total circus and a real
mockery of ‘Drug free natural bodybuilding”.
Wade was saddened by the current state of the sport and felt deep concern for the well
being of the athletes. Having won competitions in 5 different weight categories, four
overall championships including a National Championship, Wade decided he would not
sacrifice his ideals of remaining drug free just to win the World Championships.
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At the Mr. Universe Wade met a group of poor Indian boys outside his hotel who were
inspired by his physique. The boys were crazy about bodybuilding, but they could not
afford tickets to the competition.
Wade was moved by the passion the boys had for sport. He remembered his own humble
beginnings training alone in the barn years ago. Wade told the boys that he would give a
free seminar to them and their friends at their gym following the competition.
A few days later, true to his word, Wade traveled through the winding crowded streets of
Bombay in 100 plus degree weather to the boys’ tiny gym. He was greeted by hundreds
of children, parents and grandparents all staring and smiling at this blonde bodybuilding
champion from the other side of the world.
He spent several hours teaching the boys how to train to build up their skinny bodies.
Right then Wade decided, he wanted to focus on helping other natural athletes get big and
muscular without using health destroying drugs.
Upon returning from Bombay and a tour of Europe Wade expressed his desire to help out
as many people as he could build muscles without drugs to his friend Matt Gallant. Matt
helped Wade to organize and record all his training secrets and put them into a complete,
step by step training course that anyone can use.
After about 12 months of interviews, writing, organizing and recording Wade and Matt
had compiled ALL OF THE SECRETS THAT ALLOWED WADE TO PACK ON
OVER 100 POUNDS OF MUSCLE. The result of their work is called the FREAKY
BIG NATURALLY TRAINING SYSTEM.
Since retiring from competition Wade had dedicated his life to helping others achieve
physical, mental and spiritual balance through health and fitness. He is the co-creator
behind Freaky Big Naturally, the most comprehensive training system for Natural
Athletes ever created.
Wade says: “Helping others reach their physique goals and seeing the positive changes in
their lives is far more rewarding than any trophy or accolade”.
Sharing his immense knowledge on training, nutrition, and health with his clients,
everyday is a fulfilling day in a career that Wade thoroughly enjoys.
Having a gift for teaching others along with his warm personality makes him one of the
worlds’s most sought after trainers. He coaches clients all over the world at all levels of
fitness and continues to push the standards of what is possible in drug free bodybuilding.
A lifelong student of health and fitness, Wade continues to study the latest scientific
breakthroughs in training and nutrition. Incorporating the best technologies available and
integrating them with Ancient Eastern Philosophy.
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Wade has created the most innovative result producing training system ever devised.
Finally, a giant leap in training philosophy and methodology has been discovered and
presented in the Freaky Big Naturally Training System.
“I know how confusing it can be trying to get big naturally. Magazines, universities,
media and promoters of other systems often leave out the fact that the athletes in their
ads, training programs and sport teams are using performance enhancing drugs.”
Freaky Big Naturally is all about creating a new kind of bodybuilder that builds his body
without drugs but through scientific training, wholesome foods, premium grade
supplements, and, most of all, plain old fashioned hard work.
The drugged out physiques today look terrible and certainly don’t appeal to the public.
Not only that the price these guys pay physically, mentally, and emotionally is way too
high. Sport today is riddled with athletes who got sick, injured, or died from mindless
abuse of drugs.
Fortunately, you now can get as BIG as you want and as RIPPED as you want
NATURALLY with the Freaky Big Naturally training system.
Wade is a living example that you can build BIG muscles without using health destroying
chemicals. Wade travels the world and is available for speaking engagements, personal
consultations either in person, online, or by telephone. For contact information you can
email him at freakybig@gmail.com or just go to his website at www.wademcnutt.com.
“I am always looking forward to making a new friend, so drop me a line as I am at your
service. Live well, love life, and most of all, be healthy.”
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Who’s Matt Gallant?
Matt Gallant is an obsessive, intelligent bodybuilder/kinesiologist/personal trainer who’s
been deep in the trenches for the last decade.
Matt’s intense obsession with bodybuilding drove him to physical limits of his body. He
would love nothing more, than collapsing on the floor of the gym after 10 sets of
squats… And then not being able to walk properly for 2 weeks.
When he started, he was so passionate that he invested every cent he made for 3 years
into videos, books, supplements, and coaching. He was driven to find the absolute best
methods to grow as fast as humanly possible without steroids or other drugs.
This forced him to find methods that would work for the natural guy. Thanks to his drive
and some excellent coaching from some radical underground bodybuilders in California,
Matt piled on 59 lbs of muscle in 3 years without drugs!
Matt decided to be a personal trainer and got his bachelor’s degree in the Science of
Physical Activity and Kinesiology from the University of Moncton.
But Matt’s drive for cutting edge knowledge is never quenched… He sought out the best
trainers he could find and sucked every secret out of their brains. He trained with
American Kickboxing Champions, Olympic Strength coaches… He flew to California to
meet the leading bodybuilding researchers and learn the latest discoveries…
Matt is also a master at packaging information and creating systems for success. To date,
Matt has been the co-creator/co-author of 7 unique, industry-leading products. Thanks to
his systematic approach, Matt enabled Wade to simplify and organize his decades of
experiments, experience and success into an easy-to-use program for bodybuilders
around the world.
He has since gone on to become one of Canada’s most sought after trainers. Matt has
trained bodybuilding champions, NHL hockey players, and hardcore strongmen
competitors. Matt is the co-creator of Freaky Big Naturally Training System.
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Chapter 2
Fail to Plan, Plan to Fail
Top 10 Reasons Why Bodybuilders Fail To Grow
The reason bodybuilders don’t grow is because…
FACT ONE they don’t know what state there body is in to start with.
FACT TWO they don’t know how to change the state they are in to induce growth.
Guess what? If you do not train properly, you will never stimulate you muscles to grow.
Improper training is one of the biggest reasons why most people never get the desired
results form training.
FACT THREE they do not know what route to reach there goal (build muscles). Most
bodybuilders have no real system that changes as their body gets used to the training
stress they are currently handling. They walk in the gym, pick random exercises and rep
ranges, put their time in and come home. Where is the science in that?
FACT FOUR (which occurs primarily with steroid users who artificially build their
muscles) is that they can’t keep the muscles they built with drugs because they don’t
know how to train or eat in the first place. Once they stop taking drugs, their muscles
disappear leaving them skinny, fat and in a worse state then if they had never used drugs.
FACT FIVE they do not regularly monitor biofeedback to determine when to change
their training to continue growing. If you are not keeping record of your training, there is
no way you are maximizing your gains. Journal keeping allows you to track your process
over years enabling you to fine tune your training and keep the gains coming
continuously.
FACT SIX they select exercises that work only work their strengths. Seldom or rarely
do they work on their weaknesses and create a truly outstanding balanced physique.
FACT SEVEN Bodybuilders get sucked into bogus, well marketed supplements and
glitzy magazine adds to look for quick fixes instead of implementing a systemized
training and nutrition.
FACT EIGHT they do not generate enough intensity in the gym to force the body to
grow. Intensity is a very misunderstood term in bodybuilding, and most individuals are
kidding themselves into believing they are training intensely enough to really grow.
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FACT NINE they do not invest in professional, specific coaching to help them achieve
their best results. Consider this, what athlete in the world got to the top of his game
without coaching? I will tell you- absolutely none! Many bodybuilders erroneously
think that they can maximize muscle growth without coaching. Guess what, they are
dead wrong!
FACT TEN they let their EGO get in the way of learning the correct and most efficient
way of training. They do not listen to or follow sound science, or consider what other
people have to say. They spend their time shooting down authorities in the sport or
spouting off about their own hair brained training routine. Great athletes are life long
learners. They check their ego at the door and are always looking for ways to improve,
integrate and apply new training information.
I could go on about this for the whole book, but you get the idea. Analyze your own
thoughts and training and see if there is anything holing you back. Then, eliminate your
weaknesses and move forward on the path to greatness. By constant and honest self
analysis, you can be sure to achieve greatness in any field.
Unfortunately, drug usage has become rampant in sport and society itself. This is the
current state of bodybuilding today. Many athletes get frustrated with their progress and
start using drugs.
Current bodybuilding practices are so devoid of a scientific system in training that it has
led to widespread and insane drug use. This abuse of drugs in turn has destroyed more
physiques and made the current crop of bodybuilders look more like cartoon freaks and
leftovers from the Frankenstein labs.
Not only have current bodybuilders lost the respect of society, bodybuilding has become
the laughing stock of the sport world. The primary reason for this is that bodybuilders
have lost respect for themselves and their bodies.
True bodybuilding is about right training, nutritious eating, a positive mental outlook and
a deep respect for yourself and others. At Freaky Big Naturally we practice and teach
these ideals.
The bottom line is…
If you don’t know how to build muscles without drugs, you can never keep the muscles
you build with drugs. Drugs are kind of like traveling internationally without a passport.
You may get to your destination, but you won’t be able to stay there, and sooner or later
you will be deported back to where you came from.
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Chapter 3
The Four Stages of Training
In order for your body to grow, your body has to go through FOUR stages. Each stage
must precede the next stage. The faster or more efficiently you go through the first three
stages, the more muscle growth you will experience. The fourth stage is to be avoided
at all costs and we will show you how to avoid it.

The first stage is Stimulation.
In order for your muscles to grow larger, you must subject them to some kind of training
stress. The Freaky Big Naturally training system is one of the best ways to stimulate
your muscles by subjecting them to the most precise training stress or overload that they
can handle.

The second stage is Recovery.
After tearing down the muscle tissues and exhausting your neurological energy reserves
by training, your body will work as hard as possible to repair and rebuild these systems to
its natural or previous state.

The third stage is Overcompensation.
When you subject your body to the precise amount of stress, it responds by
overcompensation. Overcompensation is what we want to maximize to build the biggest
and strongest muscles.
There are three ways your body will overcompensate they are:
•

ONE your nervous system will build stronger neural pathways that will allow you
to activate more muscle fibers while you are contracting your muscles.

•

TWO your body will build larger and thicker muscle fibers resulting with bigger
muscles.

•

THREE your body will increase the capacity of the heart and lungs to supply you
blood to your muscles, organs, and brain.

The fourth and final stage is called Adaptation.
Most bodybuilders are chronically stuck in this incredibly frustrating and unnecessary
stage for a variety of reasons. The biggest reason is the lack of a scientific step by step
progressively changing bodybuilding system.
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No matter what training program you follow, if it is not a personalized specific
bodybuilding training system, eventually, your body will stop responding to training, and
your muscles will cease to grow.

AVOID ADAPTATION FOREVER
Fortunately, you can avoid this stage forever. You training routine must constantly
change and stimulate your body in new ways. You must also follow every recovery and
nutrition strategy outlined in Freaky Big Naturally training systems.
Remember, changing your routine for the sake of change just won't cut it. You training
must be specific, scientific and timed perfectly to avoid the dreaded adaptation phase.
By continually following the Freaky Big Naturally Training System, you will ensure that
you never enter this stage again.
STOP THE PRESS THERE IS ONE OTHER POSSIBILITY…
There is another…
A SUPER STAGE only experienced by a select group of individuals. This stage is called
SUPER COMPENSATION or MEGABOLIC GROWTH.

Super Compensation
Super Compensation occurs when you perfect your training, diet and recovery techniques
as outlined in the Freaky Big Naturally training system. When this is accomplished, your
body will grow at almost unbelievable speeds.
I have personally experienced super compensation in my body, and I have witnessed this
in action with other Freaky Big Naturally athletes.
I personally know how to get you to this zone, and I am committed to you experiencing
super compensation, which unleashes megabolic growth
In order for this to occur in your body, every possible aspect of training and diet must be
followed to perfection. Your whole body must be primed to explode with Freaky
MEGABOLIC GROWTH.
It is my goal that every bodybuilder who follows the Freaky Big Naturally training
system experiences this INCREDIBLE state of UNLIMITED ENDLESS GROWTH.
Super compensation can allow you to put on 10, 20, 30 pounds or more of muscle in just
a few weeks. If you employ all of the techniques outlined in the Freaky Big Naturally
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training system, you WILL give yourself the best possible chance to experience the jaw
dropping explosion of muscle mass that will totally freak out your friends and all of the
other gym members who don't train with the Freaky Big Naturally Training System.

Conceive, Believe, and Achieve
Keep in mind in order for you to experience megabolic growth you must;
•
•
•

First, believe it is possible,
Second, believe that you can achieve this state,
Third, follow every aspect of the training and eating programs

Be sure to read the report on how to gain 9 pounds of muscle in 9 days.
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Chapter 4
Finding the Right Program
In order for you to achieve success in bodybuilding, you have to create a road map for
success. The first thing you must do is to figure out where you are on the map. The
second thing you need to figure out is where you are going. Then you need to plan your
route to getting you from where you are to where you want to go. Then execute your
plan.
To simplify this where you are is your current physical state. Your state is determined by
your genetics, your sports background, your age, your hormones, your mental outlook,
your access to a gym, your body chemistry, physiology, anatomy, biomechanical system,
the presence of disease, your lifestyle, your supplementation program, etc.
Some of these things you can change, some of them you can’t. I have a saying: “Where
you is, you is, but where you are going, is up to you.” Decide to change what you can
and take massive action to reach your goal.
Where you are going is what you envision your physique to be in the future. This is your
destination. You can bet that the state your body is in now is considerably different than
state your body will be at your destination.
If you are reading this manual, your destination is the State of Freaky Big Muscles. With
Freaky Big Naturally training system you determine how big you want to get.
The final piece in the puzzle is how are you going to get to your destination? The route
you take determines how fast you get to your destination. Unfortunately, they are many
people out there trying to tell you how to get there and have not been there themselves.
Having bought into many programs, supplements, and magazine articles, I know how
confusing the road can become. I am here to clear the path of all the garbage routines,
supplements, and magazine propaganda every bodybuilder has been subject too.
Following these half routines, myths and “back roads”, bodybuilders get lost on their way
to the Freaky Big Natural State. I see them all the time giving excuses why they did not
build big muscles or why they lost a contest. Many of these bodybuilders get lost from
the gym altogether and are never scene again.
Don’t be a victim of the magazines. Rest assured that the Freaky Big Naturally Training
System is the rocket route to your destination. Freaky Big Naturally training system
helps you determine where you are, and the fastest and safest route for you to get Freaky
Big Muscles.
There are other challenges bodybuilders must face. Not only do you have to overcome
bad information, but you have to “outsmart” your body. The body is always trying to
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regulate the changes in the body, like growth into an unchanged state by a process called
homeostasis.
Your body does this by actually retarding your growth by a process called catabolism.
When your muscles are growing, your state is called anabolic. When your muscles are
shrinking these changes are called catabolism, and you are in the catabolic state.
Although both catabolic and anabolic forces are necessary for you body to function
optimally, you must be in the anabolic state longer than the catabolic to produce big
muscles.
In Freaky Big Naturally training we go beyond these forces by showing you how to go
MEGABOLIC. The megabolic state or Megabolism is when your muscles grow at a
faster than normal state for extended periods of times. By following the right training,
nutrition, and advanced recovery procedures taught in this manual. Megabolic growth
can occur. Get more info at: http://www.freakygrowth.com/megaboliclist.html

Avoiding Common Mistakes
To achieve maximum muscular growth in your body you must follow a scientific step by
step training system. Most bodybuilders have no training system, no coach and no idea
how to select a good training program.
To avoid this you first need to know what you are currently doing so you can understand
your current training state. The next step is to understand how to get to the Freaky Big
State, because, if you are not Freaky Big now, you either do not know where you are, you
don’t know where you are going, or you don’t know how to get there. Or you might even
be all three. Either way the result is the same.
It is extremely important that you realize that you are responsible for your state. You
created it, and it is you who needs to implement a training strategy in order to build
Freaky Big Muscles. Without taking ownership of your current state, you sabotage your
ability to make changes because you mind does not view yourself as in control. Take
control of your training future. Follow the program, do the work, experience the results.
The key to building Freaky Big Muscles is manipulating the nervous system to induce
growth. Growth does not start on a muscular level. It is your nervous system that sends
the signals to your muscles to grow. By performing the right number of sets and reps in
the right sequence, you will induce maximum growth.
Also understand that you can’t do a professional bodybuilders routine. Why?
Performing a pros routine will stop your growth in its tracks because your nervous system
can’t handle the training that a pro has conditioned his body to handle. It’s like plugging
110-volt TV into a 220-volt socket – it’s going to blow up.
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Following a pros routine would inevitably lead to injuries, fatigue and your body shutting
down. The bottom line is - you stay Freaky Small. Inversely, if you put a 220-volt stereo
into 110-volt outlet, it’s not going to work. That would be like Ronnie Coleman doing a
beginner’s routine. Ronnie would not grow from a beginner’s training routine.
Understand that you must match the right socket with the right device in order to produce
the desired result.
So in order for you achieve the kind of Freaky Muscular Growth that top pros experience,
you must first transform your 110 volt nervous system into the high power, high capacity
nervous system that allows for maximum training overload leading to megabolic muscle
growth.
The Freaky Foundation Phase is about transforming your 110-volt nervous system to a
220-volt mega system and beyond.
***Special Note ***
Even if you don’t understand how Freaky Big Naturally training works you can apply the
system and start growing immediately. Ultimately, to achieve Endless Growth, you must
understand and implement the principles outlined in the Freaky Big Natural training
system.

Exercise and Training System Selection
In Freaky Foundation training your primary goal is to select exercises with the highest
possible neuromuscular activation. Exercises that work multiple muscle groups are
trained together first.
For example, exercises such as bench presses allow you to use muscles from the chest,
shoulders and triceps. By working groups of muscles together, you create a greater
overload on the nervous system.
A great example of this was Arnold’s early training and how it affected Arnold’s
physique. He did so many bench presses and flies that he built up an incredible Freaky
Foundation for his chest.
Later Arnold changed his training so that the rest of his body caught up to his chest. He
did the exact same thing when training back and biceps, which he performed endless
number of sets early in his training career.
Arnold applied this Freaky Foundation principle years ago while building a solid frame,
which he would later transform into the Mr. Olympia physique we are so familiar with
seeing.
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With Freaky Foundation training we have only improved upon the concept by selecting
the specific exercises in the right sequence, so that you can maximize the productivity of
your foundation training.
Another classic example of Freaky Foundation training would be in the early training of
Arnold’s eventual training partner Franco Columbu. Franco built up a Freaky
Foundation for his back when he power lifted.
When Franco switched to body building, he achieved endless growth for his back and
built one of the best wing spans at that time.
Be warned though you can take Freaky Foundation Training too far…
One example of taking Freaky Foundation too far is Tom Platz.
Tom performed so many squats, with so much intensity, that his legs could not stop
growing. Eventually his thighs used up so much of his recovery ability that his upper
body never quite caught up to his thighs. Although Tom tried to correct this mistake later
in his career, it was too late. Unfortunately for Tom, his early excessive thigh training
ended up costing him the Mr. Olympia title.

Train Hard, Train Often
To generate maximal growth of your muscles, you must force your nervous system to
improve by repeatedly performing those high neuromuscular activation exercises over
and over again.
Once you have mastered the exercise techniques, all exercises must be of maximal
intensity, and workouts must be increasingly difficult to induce Megabolic growth. This
is achieved by a variety of ways and principles outlined in the Freaky Big Naturally
training system.

Mining the Gold Mine of Muscles
To illustrate this example imagine for a second, you want to get to a gold mine in the
middle of the Costa Rican jungle. The first time you go for the gold, it will take you
forever to get there. You have to chop the vines and the trees and make a trail and find
your way to the gold mine.
In your first few trips you can only haul out a little bit of gold at a time. However, as you
continue to travel back and forth to the gold mine, you build a better road. In time you
are able to haul out larger and larger amounts of gold each trip that you make. So as the
road you build gets bigger and better, you will be able to get more gold out of the mine in
the fastest amount of time.
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Your body works in a similar way like the gold mine example above. Unfortunately,
most bodybuilders follow training programs that take years or even decades to build a
strong neuromuscular pathway to their muscles. It’s like using crude tools and a poor
map to get to the gold mine.
In order for you to extract all the muscular growth out of your body that is possible, you
must develop strong neuromuscular pathways to your muscles. Just like you, the road to
the mine needs to be built to extract all the gold from the mine.
By following the Freaky Foundation Training program, you dramatically reduce the time
it takes to build a strong neuromuscular pathway to your muscles. Remember, the sooner
you build the road, the more gold you will get to haul out of the gold mine.
Think of your training system as a map of the jungle. Your intensity is how hard you
work in the jungle each day. Your technique is how skilled you are at using the
machines. The exercises you use are like the machines you use to build the trail, and
your mind is like a GPS navigational system. By using the best exercises and exercise
techniques applied with maximum intensity the more muscles you will ultimately build.

Your Guide Through the Jungle of Training Routines
While it is true that there are many different ways to get to the mine, the best way is to
have a guide show you the way. Freaky Big Naturally training systems is the best guide
in the jungle of training programs.
We have been through the jungle many times, and we know all the routes to get to the
gold mine. Although there are many routes to get there, there is only one best way to get
there. Like a wise guide, we know how to get to the muscle mine the fastest and safest
way.
In order for you to get the most gold from the muscle mine, as fast as possible, use
Freaky Big Naturally Foundation system as your guide and get ready to haul a gold mine
of muscles.
Don’t get lost in the jungle of despair where the tigers of poor results and the quicksand
of bad training tactics will kill your chances of getting any of the muscle gold that you
deserve.

Your Life Is Controlled By Habits
Your habits make you Freaky Small or Freaky Big. So get in the Freaky Big habit
groove. Remember that it is easier to replace a habit than it is to build a new one.
So if you have bad habits that are keeping you small, like eating fast food, you need to
replace the eating of fast food habit with eating fruits, nuts and protein shakes that build
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you body. With a little practice you will find creating new habits is really easy by
employing this simple concept.

Eat the Fruits Now; Study the Roots Later…
You don’t need to understand the friction of your tires or what’s going on in the engine to
be able to drive your car. Just turn on the ignition, hit the gas, and get from Point A to
Point B.
Likewise, we have designed the Freaky Big Naturally training system for you use now.
Follow the routine and keep reviewing the program. By experiencing the training, you
will understand the concepts we teach far better than by reading the manual alone. Don’t
let “analysis paralysis” keep you from growing. Take action today!

The Bottom Line Is…
You need to expand your current nervous system capacity. By doing this you can handle
more and more work. It is necessary to go through this foundation because, if you do
not, you will never be able to handle the training loads that are necessary for you to
experience endless growth.
In Freaky Foundation training we focus on nervous system overloading exercises to
expand your capacity and ability to take on more and more training stress. By doing this
we literally change your body from the inside out, until your natural state is to build
Freaky Big Muscles.

Get Ready For Your System Upgrades!
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Chapter 5
Elite Exercise Performance
In order for the nervous system to induce growth, the execution of each exercise must be
perfect to achieve maximum nervous system overload. This overload is required to
induce a change in your nervous system that will result in you growing freaky big
muscles.
Lifting weights that are too heavy is one of the most common training mistakes made in
gyms. Check your ego at the door and train properly. Otherwise you will shortchange
your growth forever.
You must understand that the only way to unleash maximum growth in your muscles is
by performing all exercises in the correct form. I highly recommend ordering the training
video/audio and manual from www.eliteexerciseperformance.com to fully illustrate
every exercise that you will perform in the program. Don’t waste a single workout.
To give an example of one exercise and how to attack it and common mistakes made,
let’s use one of the best growth stimulating exercises ever invented, the Full Squat. You
must train with absolute precision in order to build Freaky Big Muscles.
Full squats are the king. If you want to do parallel squats, get a desk job. I want to puke
every time I hear someone say deep squats are bad for your knees. If you want to believe
a 350 pound fat, out of shape, turnip-tied power lifter that spreads this stupid nonsense,
Go ahead!
Beware of this kind of mentality because it robs you of your goal to build the Freaky Big
muscles that you deserve. Separate fact from fiction.

Analysis Of Your Training Is Critical.
Take a close look at what’s happening when you squat. The key is to bend the knees first
in the descent. After placing the bar on your shoulders and stepping away from the squat
racks, go into a moderate descent pace by bending your knees.
Your nervous system sends a signal to activate the muscles of the thighs and to tighten
your abdominals and your lower back muscles. Lower your body, until your glutes touch
your heals, then explode upwards using thigh power only and keeping your head looking
straight forward through the entire movement.
If you cannot perform the exercise with your back straight, the weight is too heavy. If the
weight is too heavy, you bend over and activate the muscles of the glutes and the lower
back as the primary movers. This builds you a big ass and puts you in danger of hurting
yourself. Not to mention your thighs get almost no work.
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Lighten up the weight, keep your body straight and squat all the way to the bottom (ass to
the ankles) and watch your thighs explode with growth. Note, if you lose your balance,
you may wish to place 10lb plates under your heals to transfer the weight to the thighs
and keep your balance.
Be sure to analyze your form and perfect the motion before moving on to working
weights. Remember, you must learn each exercise properly to teach the nervous system
them movement that elicits growth in the muscles you are training.
If you are unable to analyze your form, than have a friend do it for you or have him
videotape your form. Review the tape and make the proper adjustments, until you are
squatting perfectly. Do this on every single exercise you perform, until you are a master
of each exercise. Once again refer to www.eliteexercisepeformance.com.
Pay attention to where you feel the exercise while performing the movement, and where
you are sore the next day after training. Remember that as you go up and down
concentrate on using your thighs.
When you squat your nervous system is sending hundreds of signals to over 60 percent of
your muscle mass. By thinking about what muscles you are working, you direct your
nervous system to activate the muscle you are training.

Use Your Mind to Create Freaky Stimulation
You mental focus and discipline are far more important to get maximum results. The
FREAKY BIG NATURALLY way of training teaches you to focus your mind on what
you are doing to Force you body to grow. Remember, you are the master of your destiny.
After training thousands of clients, the biggest difference between those who are
successful and the ones who are not is the individual’s mindset.
I have a saying : “Where the mind goes, the body follows”. Others say, the body shapes
the mind, and the mind shapes the body.
Be like the eastern meditation masters who have trained their minds to overcome all
physical limitations. You too possess this power. Learn to harness it and unleash it by
paying the strictest attention to your training while in the gym.

The Maximum Overload Point
One of the biggest reasons for training through a full range of motion is to ensure to
stress the muscle at the Maximum Overload Point. This is the weakest part of the
motion, usually occurring in the stretched position any given exercise.
This stretched or weak position is called the Maximum Overload Point. The reason why
training in the maximum overload point (MOP) is critical is because that’s when your
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nervous system has to send the strongest signal possible for you to be able to lift up the
weights.
Even though the weight you use may be less than you can handle through a partial range
of motion, you will actually activate more muscle fibers by going to a complete stretch
position thus resulting in deeper fiber stimulation.
By training this way you will build larger muscles than you would by using heavier
weights through the strong range of the movement. So to get maximum results use
moderate weights with perfect form.

Optimal Plane of Motion
Another critical point to consider in your training is the Optimal Plane of Motion. To
maximize your training results, it is essential to perform all exercises within the Optimal
Plan of Motion, which is not just doing the full range of motion. It’s far beyond that.
The optimal plane of motion is the path that creates the greatest stress on the targeted
muscle group. So you have to look at three-dimensional space, and find the pathway that
recruits the most fibers throughout the motion. Say you want to go downtown, there’s a
lot of different ways to get there, but there’s only one way that’s going to get you there
the fastest, and that’s the optimal plane of motion.
Refer to www.eliteexercisepeformance.com to ensure you are performing every exercise
with emphasis on the maximum overload point as well as the optimum plane of motion.

Rep Speed for Exercises
There is another aspect of training that most bodybuilders completely miss the boat on…
The speed factor. Let’s blow out one of the biggest myths out there - slow reps make
you grow. That’s pure BS. In all sports speed is king. But in order to obtain truly huge
muscles, you have to train with speed. Speed though is often thought of how fast the
weight moves through the plane of motion. In reality though, it is how fast you can
contract your fibers that count.
A long time ago I tried super slow training, contra lateral training, even ridiculous
90 second reps and guess what. All I experienced was Freaky Disappointment. Later on
I realized why slow reps did not build Freaky Big Muscles I desired. The reason was
only the big fast twitch fibers get activated when you move maximal weights with
maximal acceleration.
You must generate as much power to stimulate your muscles to grow larger. Since
muscles are primarily designed for speed, you need to move the weight with the
INTENTION of moving it as fast as possible. The simple formula is of paramount
importance:
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Power= Force X Distance / Time
The faster you move a weight through the range of motion, the more power you require.
In order for your body to generate more power it must recruit more muscle fibers. More
fiber recruitment means more nervous system activation, which ultimately leads to bigger
muscles.

Momentum versus Acceleration
Momentum is when you let the weight control you; acceleration is when you control the
weight. It is very important that you develop your ability to feel the difference between
momentum and acceleration.
If you push a weight as fast as you can with as much acceleration as possible, you
generate the most force. If you were to measure the speed the weight travels through the
range of motion, it would be increasing continuously. That is true acceleration.
Momentum occurs when you swing or bounce the weight and this is counterproductive
to building Freaky Big Muscles. In fact, it’s only a matter of time before you get injuries.
So the formula for maximum growth is:
Moderate Weight X Moderate Reps X Maximum Speed = Exponential Growth.
Optimum acceleration occurs when you are driving the weight through the optimal
plane of motion as fast as humanly possible without letting the momentum take over or
lose control. Remember, event though a weight may not be traveling through the plane
of motion relatively fast, your intent to move it fast is of paramount importance for this is
what causes the greatest fiber recruitment due to maximum nervous system activity.

Important Points to Maximize Your Training Results
To maximize muscular growth you also need to overload your muscles at the weakest
point – that means certain exercises are performed in certain ways in the optimal planes
as well as the optimum ranges of motion to unlock Freaky Growth. In other words, if
you do pussy exercises with half-ass form, you’re on the Freaky Small program.
For another simple example, let’s take a look at the incline bench press.
You need to bring the bar an inch from your collarbone by the chin, and push the bar over
your eyes. I learned this from my legendary coach Scott Abel who taught me over the
eyes for benches and flies.
Most people either perform four to six inch loser factor reps at the top of the movement,
or they bring the bar down to their nipples, or they bounce the bar off their chest.
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Amazingly enough, these idiots convince themselves that a 300lb bounce rep or partial
rep is going to build them a big chest. The only result that they are going achieve is an
injury and/or an inflated ego.
We have all witnessed these individuals as they scream and grunt, and make tons of
noise, thinking they’re cool and tough. The reality is that these guys look ridiculous and
never build truly impressive physiques. Don’t be one of those guys.

The Perfect Set
The perfect set occurs when each rep is performed with maximum acceleration through
the optimal plane of motion. Each rep must go through the optimal plane of motion, and
definitely you must hit the maximum overload point on each rep. Of course, the weight
will be traveling slower at the end of the set.
IMPORTANT NOTE when you experience a serious decline in the speed of the reps in a
given set, and you are exerting maximum effort you have reached the termination point
of the set. This should occur within the desired rep range outline in your Freaky Big
Training Program.
Remember, training this way is not as easy as it sounds. You can always improve your
form in your workouts. This takes incredible razor like focus, so that you are giving the
utmost attention to ever inch of ever set of every rep.
You can always push a little harder, recruit a little more fibers, or focus on the target
groups a little better. We know this from experience. So, for Freaky Growth, speed
combined with technique will yield you the best results.
*Note- There is a place for exercises that employ continuous tension. Exercise like pec
deck flyes, cable crossovers, and calf raises to name a few.
In some of the advanced Freaky Big Naturally programs and in the Freaky Big Insiders
Club www.freakyinsider.com we will address where and when to employ continuous
tension as well as other advanced training principles.

Order of Exercises
The order in which you perform the exercises is critical. You must start your workout
with exercise that generates the highest possible neuromuscular activation for your target
muscle group.
By selecting the right exercises in the right order you get the best results. On the other
hand, improper exercise selection will eliminate any possibility of generating consistent
gains in muscle mass.
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Let’s examine what an advance chest workout might look like to illustrate my point.
If the target muscle group is chest, your workout might start off with ten sets of incline
bench press.
In order for you to overload your chest muscles, as much as possible, you might then
perform incline dumbbell presses as you next exercise. After you complete those sets you
would crank out a few more sets on a bench machine. Then you would finally finish off
you chest with a few sets of pec deck flies or cable crossovers.
There are few other considerations in exercise selection such as what your previous
workouts looked like. Your overall training program and the total volume you are
training at to name a few.
Trying to figure all of these factors out on your own is almost impossible let alone time
consuming. It can get quite complicated and that is why we take the guesswork out of
your training.

Training Intensity
Keep in mind, no matter how good a training system is you must be constantly
hammering the muscle with maximum intensity. Maximum intensity is required in order
to create enough overloads to stimulate your muscles and nervous system to produce the
most amount of growth.
We are not talking training like an idiot with sloppy form or using useless exercise.
You’re not necessarily going for muscular failure because training to muscular failure on
every set will fry your nervous system very quickly. We are talking about mentally
focusing your mind so that you are working the desired muscles each set maximally.
Remember, failure occurs when there is a significant drop in the speed of the motion.
This must occur in the rep range outlined in your training program.
Your total recover ability is like a dam full of water. If you empty all of the water out of
the dam, it will take a long time to get that water reserve back up to fill the dam. The key
is to release the water strategically over time.
To maximize your results your training must be designed, so that you never exceed your
body’s recovery reserve.
With the Freaky Foundation training program, you automatically put optimal level of
stress on the strategic points of your body to maximize the growth of your muscles. With
the Freaky Big Foundation training you are also building the dam higher and higher with
every workout, so that you can recover better from your workouts.
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In order for you to continue to grow, you must increase the body’s capacity to recover
and constantly and strategically switch your exercise selection as you continue training.
This gives us the power to send massive strength and force to any muscle at any given
time.
Not exceeding your current recovery ability is very important, and that is why you cannot
perform a Pro’s exercise out of a magazine. You have to remember that Pro Bodybuilder
has a different body and different recovery ability than you do. Not to mention his goals
may be specifically different than yours.
Bill Pearl one of the smartest and most successful bodybuilders of all time said that you
should always leave the gym feeling like you could have done a little more. Take a look
at the methods of the Number One power training coach in the world Louie Simmons.
Louie does not believe in ever going to failure because you will overstrain and exhaust
your recovery ability too quickly.

Volume of Sets
All sets are not created equal.
For example, ten sets of wrist curls will impact your nervous system ten percent of what
one good set of squats will. To build maximum size in your muscles, you must increase
your capacity to handle volume, and that’s what Freaky Foundation is all about.
Your first Freaky Foundation routine is a 12-week phase. The goal of your training is
achieve long term system overload versus simple day-to-day exhaustion.
In order to achieve this goal, you are performing a high volume sets with specific
exercises. This is critical to increase your body’s capacity for handling maximal training
loads.
Training this way allows you to build up your recovery reserves. Then, at the precise
time, you will switch to the endless growth phase. This means you will direct the built up
reserve energy directly to the muscles we want to build.
In Foundation Training you will train each major muscle group at least twice a week –
one workout day with high volume and one workout day is with low volume to serve as
more of an active recovery day.
The general rule is the smaller the body part, the more volume of training stress it can
take. One key point to remember is that muscles, like biceps, triceps and shoulders, get
worked when you are training your big muscle groups. So these muscles are subjected to
a great deal of training volume, before you even do specific exercise for them.
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It is important that you look at the big picture as well as the small picture when designing
a workout routine. Most bodybuilders forget to consider all the possible variables when
designing there own routines and that is why they FAIL to GROW.
Scientific system design is what makes Freaky Big Naturally so great and easy for you
to use. We take all the guess work out of your routine, so that you don’t waste a single
day in getting the muscles you deserve.
All great athletes follow expert coaching that is why you should always go to high-level
experts to guide your training for maximum results. Don’t make the mistake of figuring
out your workouts yourself.
With Freaky Big Naturally you get the best coaching available at a fraction of the price it
would cost you to hire top training experts.

Repetition Ranges
To induce the precise amount of training overload to your muscles and to your nervous
system, resulting in maximal muscular growth, bodybuilding science has proven that the
bulk of your training loads should be between 55 percent and 75 percent of your one-rep
max on any given exercise.
This means that the ideal training weight will allow you to perform a repetition range that
is somewhere between 8 and 12 reps on most exercises. This has been shown to produce
the largest increases in muscle mass.
As a general rule rep ranges of lower than 8 reps builds primarily strength. Rep ranges
above 13 repetitions usually builds more endurance muscle fibers.
Keep in mind that there is a place for high reps as well as low reps in your overall
training program, as strength and endurance must be developed to produce maximal
muscle growth.
There is one significant difference to this general training rule when applied to the
muscles of the legs. Because of the density of the muscle fibers and the sheer number of
muscle fibers in the legs, bodybuilders have found that the legs can grow extremely well
with higher repetitions.
Tom Platz is living proof that high rep leg training works as he was famous for
performing high reps on many of his leg exercises, such as his outrageous 60 to 100 rep
sets in the full squat and other leg exercises.
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One final note on repetitions:
You must work all the different muscle fibers in your body to maximize the total
development of your muscles. Varying reps scientifically as in the Freaky Big Naturally
training systems accomplishes this task.
Let’s look at how you properly cycle these rep ranges for maximal growth throughout all
the muscles in your body.

Cycling of Repetitions
One of the best rep range strategies is called reverse ultra- micro periodization. With this
strategy you begin your first working set after warm-ups with your heaviest weights and
lowest rep ranges.
On your first few exercises you focus on maximum explosiveness while lifting the
weight. That means you must push the bar up as fast as possible when performing the
exercise.
Intention is everything…
In reality the bar should not be moving that fast because, when you are using 55 to 75
percent of your one rep max, the weight will move relatively slowly even when you’re
pushing it as hard as you can.
No matter how fast the weight is moving, keep trying to accelerate it, as this intent is
critical to maximizing the overload to your nervous system and muscles.
As you progress through the workout, you will perform your exercises with increasingly
higher rep ranges. Each exercise you select will use the same rep range or a slightly
higher repetition range than the previous exercise. Of course, your reps will always be
staying the Freaky Growth repetition range.
Finally, as you get to the last few exercises in the workout, your concentration should be
on contracting the target muscles as hard as possible and maintaining continuous tension
on every rep. By performing your reps this way, you will produce the most growth in the
least amount of time.
In Freaky Big Foundation training you must build strength as well as endurance to fully
realize your genetic potential for size. Sometimes you will perform rep ranges as low as
three reps and as high as one hundred reps.
Remember that it is critically important to follow all of the rep ranges outlined in your
Freaky Big Naturally training program as every set, rep, exercise and workout has been
carefully crafted to build the most overall growth in your muscles.
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Body Part Organization
To maximize nervous system overload, we group body parts together in workouts to
create the greatest stimulation of muscle fibers. This general rule means that you will
usually perform chest, shoulders and triceps together, back and biceps in another day, and
we hit the legs by themselves on another day.
Most often, you will not train abs in this phase since they are being overloaded by the
high neuromuscular activation exercises. Exceptions do apply to every rule and that is
where expert guidance in your specific case is required.
Each muscle gets hit at least twice a week because you want to induce maximum
overload as well as maximum recovery. Each workout will target specific muscles within
a muscle group and relative to your last workout.
You also will train you largest body parts first down to the smallest last in any given
workout. If you trained a small muscle group before a large muscle group, the small
muscle group would fail before the large muscle group failed resulting in an unbalanced
physique.
In Foundation training you want to devote the most amount of intensity and mental focus
on the big muscle groups, as this contributes to growth throughout the entire body. When
you train big body parts, such as legs and backs, the demands on your nervous system are
so intense that a cascade of hormones flood your body during and after the workout.
This nervous system stimulation forces your body to release all kind of growth producing
hormones throughout your body. These hormones will cause muscles that you did not
train to grow somewhat.
Of course, for best results you train the smaller body parts as well as the large to
maximize growth of all of the muscles equally. Neglecting to train any body part will
invariable lead to unsymmetrical development of your physique.

Rest between Sets
Another critical factor in training that creates a lot of confusion for bodybuilders is the
amount of time an athlete should rest between sets. Keep in mind, that to train at the
highest intensity each set, you must have to have overcome the oxygen debt created by
the previous set.
In other words, the more intense your performance in a set is, the longer it takes to
recover. In fact, how hard you are breathing is a great way to determine the intensity you
exerted on that set. Be sure to record biofeedback such as this in your journal.
Since the amount of oxygen debt that you create in a set dictates how long you will need
to rest between sets, you must understand that your rest periods will change from body
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part to body part. For example, body parts such as legs require significantly longer rest
periods between sets than say rest periods between a body parts such as arms.
Be sure to wait until your oxygen debt has passed before you go and perform the next set.
You should have at least 80 to 90 percent of your breath back before starting your next
set.
One further note is that you should not be hanging around chatting in the gym for ten
minutes between sets either. If you are in decent cardiovascular condition and are
training with maximum intensity, one to three minutes max between sets is all you need.
The exception would be once again ultra high intensity leg training, which may require as
much as 10 minutes between sets. Of course, you would not be able to talk to anybody
during this period as you will probably be lying on the floor gasping for air or puking in
the washroom.

Lactic Acid Failure Vs Nervous System Failure
Lactic acid failure occurs when there is so much lactic acid in the muscle that the fibers
have a hard time contracting. This corresponds with a burning feeling felt locally in the
muscle being trained.
Management of this type of pain is critical for ultimate success in bodybuilding. Arnold
said it best when he said in pumping iron: “If you go through this pain period you get to
be a champion, if you don’t go through this pain period, you might as well forget about
it.”
The practice of meditation is one of the best ways to learn to overcome the pain produced
by lactic acid. Many Eastern meditation masters are able to endure the most excruciating
painful experiences with employing the power of their minds. Study meditation and
strive to push past lactic acid pain for maximum growth.
Nervous system failure is when you’re running out of neuro-electric energy, and you
can’t send out an effective signal to the muscle to perform the repetition. It is easy to
experience nervous system failure in low rep set.
Basically, you contract the muscle as hard as possible, but you are not able to generate
enough neuro-electric energy to move the weight. This, of course, does not result in any
muscle gains and should be avoided.
There is a second way to experience nervous system failure. Every Freaky Foundation
member will experience this kind of failure when performing their weight constant
exercises. This nervous system failure occurs in the body part being trained due to the
volume of training as opposed to the inability to lift the weight.
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For example, you are benching 150lbs for 10 sets of 10 reps, and on the first few sets the
weight is difficult, but you could perform a few more reps. By the time you get to the
fifth and sixth sets the 10 reps becomes quite difficult. Upon getting to the ninth and
tenths sets you may actually be not able to lift the weight the entire 10 reps.
Another example of this, in more of endurance training, would be when a picture is
pitching a baseball. After 100 pitches, the speed of his fastball begins to drop no matter
what he does or how hard he tries to throw the ball. He still has the same level of skills,
but he’s running out of neuro-electric energy.
This type of neuro-electric or neuromuscular failure that occurs from performing Freaky
Foundation training produces the largest gains in muscular strength and size.
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Chapter 6
Overload Vs Overtraining
Understanding Overload
In order for you to increase the size of your muscles, you must overload their capacity to
handle stress i.e. training loads. Overload can be specific to an individual muscle or to a
system such as your central nervous system. You need to overload both to maximize
your development over the long term.
By continuously and scientifically overloading your body’s current capacity, your body
will be forced into growing bigger, stronger muscles as well as increasing your capacity
to handle training loads.
An insufficient training overload results in zero growth because you training did not
sufficiently stimulate your muscles enough to force a growth response.
Too much training overload results in injury, overtraining or stagnant results, as your
body is not able to achieve super compensation resulting in growth of the muscles
trained.

Overtraining
In order for you to understand if you are chronically overtrained, you need to monitor
your resting hear rate every morning upon waking. Simply place your finger on the
carotid artery by you neck and jaw until you feel a heart beat. Count the number of beats
for ten seconds. Multiply that number by six. The number you arrive at is your resting
heart rate.
If your heart rate is consistently ten or more beats over your established resting heart rate,
you are in an overtrained state. Monitor your resting heart rate daily as part of your
biofeedback to ensure you are not overtrained.
Symptoms of overtraining are low motivation, tiredness, and irritability, loss of appetite,
impaired mental focus and prolonged connective tissue soreness.
If you find yourself in the overtrained state, you need to immediately examine your
lifestyle. By asking yourself simple questions you can quickly determine why you are
overtrained.
Some questions to ask yourself are:
•
•

Am I following the training routine exactly?
Am I getting enough sleep?
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•
•
•

Am I eating properly?
Am I performing extra activities like other sports in my daily routine?
Am I experiencing outside stress in my life like; moving, relationship problems,
work pressure, school pressure, partying, etc.?

By analyzing your lifestyle, you can usually quickly determine what has causes you to
become overtrained. Then you can take action to remedy the situation.
If overtraining symptoms persist, you may need to take a one week break from training.
If you are not rested and ready to tackle the gym, consult with your physician to make
sure that there is not some other medical condition that is preventing you from training at
your fullest capacity.
The training outlined in this program will cause you to feel some general fatigue and
sometimes extreme muscle soreness. This is a normal response to hard training and is
experienced by almost all elite athletes. If you are following the system and scheduling
rest periods of a week every three months, you should not be in an overtrained state.

Total Neuromuscular Burnout
Seventy percent of bodybuilders are in this phase for two reasons.
Number one, they never did Freaky Foundation Training to increase the capacity of their
nervous system to handle the work required to induce Endless Growth.
These guys are wasting their time performing advanced training programs that are simply
above their body’s training or recovery capacity. Most bodybuilders constantly switch
from advanced routine to advanced routine without first mastering foundation training.
Don’t make this mistake.
You should complete the Freaky Foundation Training five day routine, before even
considering switching to an advance training routine. By spending time on Foundation
training now, you will maximize your gains for a longer period of time than by following
the Endless Growth routine before completing Freaky Foundation Training.
Number two is after an Endless Growth phase they did not return to Freaky Foundations
Training to further increase their body’s capacity to train.
Cycling between foundation training is essential to maximize long term growth.
Eventually, after several years of this type of cycling, ones capacity for training will be
high enough that Foundation training is not necessary anymore.
To know for sure, if you have reached your maximum in training capacity, join the
Freaky Insiders Club www.freakyinsider.com for a complete analysis of your current
training. A good coach will be able to determine the maturity of your physique.
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Slingshotting
Generally, for maximum growth and recovery, you must schedule time off from the gym
to allow you whole body to recover. This is usually determined by your biofeedback,
but, most generally, if you are training as hard as possible, you will need to take a week
off about every 12 weeks.
The prolonged rest allows your nervous system, organs and muscles, tendons and
hormones to recover and replenish themselves for the next growth phase. This rest
period will also keep your mind healthy and motivated.
Scheduled layoffs are not always possible, as contest schedules often times will not allow
you to take a break. After an extended period of continuous training, like six months or
more, a bodybuilder will benefit from longer periods of rest.
In some cases, when bodybuilders compete over and over again year after year they can
need as much as three months to achieve complete system recovery. Generally, you will
never need to take more than one week rest, unless specified under the qualified
supervision of a qualified freaky growth instructor.

Injuries
Most injuries occur due to improper form or from system fatigue. Occasionally, you may
experience an injury outside the gym that affects your training. One thing you must do is
seek professional medical attention immediately. Do not try to train through an injury,
before seeing your doctor.
After you have your injury diagnosed by your doctor, enlist the services of qualified
therapists in the alternative and sports specific fields related to speed up your recovery.
By employing professional experts to help you overcome your injuries, you can get back
to training and growing as fast as possible.
To find out more about these modalities of recovery join the Freaky Insiders Club for
details on how to overcome injuries.
Since we already covered the basics of training, lets get on to recover strategies that will
help you to maximize you body's ability to recover from the ever increasing training
loads you will experience in your Freaky Big Naturally training.
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Chapter 7
Advanced Recover Secrets!
This chapter is dedicated to help you accelerate your recovery rate. Accelerated recovery
means accelerated results.
Here's something you should drive in your brain right now - without complete recovery
your muscles cannot grow larger.
There are two main stages to build bigger muscles: recovery and overcompensation.
The first stage of recovery is to repair the damage incurred to your muscles during the
workout.
The second stage is too build you muscles bigger than before, as stated in the previous
chapters, this is called overcompensation.
It is important for you to remember that the results you produce are only as good as the
weakest part of your recovery program.
Constantly evaluate your training and recovery, and look fore ways to improve it.
If you follow all of the components in the Freaky Big Naturally system, you will
maximize the growth of your muscles.
Remember, there is always room for improvement. Be sure to continually strive to
improve yourself and your adherence to the program.
Keep it simple. Maximize every component, and the results that flow will blow your
mind and have your friends staring at you in disbelief.
There are two aspects of recovery:
•
•

Nervous System Recovery.
Muscular Recovery.

Both are important and we will show you how to maximize both aspects to produce
continuous and dramatic results.
We will address System Recovery first, and then we will address muscular recovery,
sometimes called localized recovery. We will then break down recovery into all of its
components.
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Nervous System Recovery
Nervous System recovery is different than recovery of the muscles.
To understand why you need to recover, you first must understand what happens in your
body when you train. Then you must understand the different aspects of recovery, so that
you continually improve your body.
Total nervous system recovery occurs when your nervous system is able to engage in
high intensity activities such as bodybuilding.

Muscular Recovery
Muscular recovery happens much faster than System recovery. The time it takes for
recovery depends on many factors. Here are few key factors:
Recovery for a muscle depends on the muscle group, how hard you trained, fiber type of
the muscle, nutrition, sleep, rest, massage and stretching. And, most importantly, on the
techniques you used to speed up recovery.

Recover Strategies for Both Systems
Most often, you can recover both the system and the muscle at the same time because,
when you employ the recovery techniques outlined in this manual, you are using what I
call crossover recovery tactics. Be sure to incorporate as many of the components of
recovery into your training.
Don't worry about whether you are system recovering or localize recovery. Just apply all
the components outlined in Freaky Big Naturally Training System, and you will ensure
maximum recovery of both your system and your muscles.
By focusing on taking right action the results will take care of themselves.
The four components of recovery
1.
2.
3.
4.

Post workout relaxation
Sleep
Accelerated recovery techniques
Lifestyle

We will examine all of them and show you how to implement them in your recovery
program.
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Recovery Component #1
Post workout relaxation
When you're working out, your body goes into the “fight or flight” state. What this
means is that your body is in a survival mode. Adrenaline, cortisol and other catabolic
hormones are released by your body's endocrine system to handle the training stress
incurred by weight training.
Although this is a necessary part of training, this is also very taxing on your nervous
system. Your nervous system takes up to nine times longer to recover then your muscular
system. Upon completion of your workout, it’s crucial to implement advanced recovery
techniques immediately to allow your nervous system and your muscles to recover fully.
Your nervous system is composed of 2 parts:
1. Parasympathetic
2. Sympathetic
The parasympathetic part of your nervous system lessens physiological arousal and is
involved with maintenance. It controls many of the internal organs and is active primarily
when the organism is not aroused.
The sympathetic part of your nervous system creates physiological arousal, such as an
increased heart rate when experiencing fear, speeding up the contractions of the blood
vessels during extreme cold, slowing those of the intestines during emotional stress, and
increasing the heartbeat during exertion.
Therefore, it's critical to not let your sympathetic part of your nervous system override
the parasympathetic part. If it does, you’ll become over trained and burn out.
Since high intensity bodybuilding training heavily arouses the sympathetic nervous
system, you must learn to switch back into a relaxed or super relaxed state upon
completion of you workout.
Here are some excellent techniques that you can apply to your life when you are not
working out. Not only will these techniques increase your bodybuilding results, you will
be far more productive and happy in every aspect of your life.

Mozart for Muscles
Classical music can be an inexpensive solution to help speed up recovery. When you
drive home, you can pop in Vivaldi's Four Seasons or a beautiful piece by Mozart, and
just let your mind slip into a peaceful state.
Almost all forms of Baroque music will aid in putting you in a relaxed and calm state.
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If Classical music is too much for you, can also purchase relaxing nature CD's that are
available in most music stores. Never underestimate how music can dramatically affect
your nervous system.

Oxygen Diet for Advanced Recovery
Oxygen is the most important nutrient you will ever intake. Think about it, you can live
with out food for months, water for days, but air - try one or two minutes tops.
Deep breathing is another method that can help oxygenate your mind and body and help
you achieve a peaceful state. Increasing your oxygen uptake will dramatically improve
speed of your recovery.
A great technique is to take a deep breath with a count of four, hold the breath for two,
then a breath out for four. This will also help your mind and body get into a nice relaxed
vibe.

The Invigorating
Cold-hot-cold-hot-cold Shower
Try this simple Soviet training technique that can be used immediately after a workout.
Many athletes swear by the recovery boosting affect this technique provides. Better yet,
this technique costs you virtually nothing, but a few minutes in the shower.
You let the water be as cold as you can take it for 30 seconds, then you make it as hot as
you can handle for one minute, cold again for 30 seconds, hot again for 1 minutes and
finally finished with cold for 30 seconds.
This is a reinvigorating flushing technique that can help get rid of unwanted lactic acid
waste within the muscles. This will reduce soreness and speed up recovery.

Recovery Component #2:
The Power of Sleep
When I was getting ready for my first National championships, I was working out twice a
day with weights, plus each workout session was followed by a 45 minute cardio session.
On top of that I was working full time at my day job, plus working another 20 to 25 hours
a week as a bartender. If that wasn't enough, I would be training clients through the
entire weekend.
During this time I was sleeping as little as two or three hours a day. I was moody,
unpleasant to be around, totally exhausted and my muscles hurt constantly. Often I
would nod off at the wheel when was driving home. This was extremely dangerous and
could have cost me my life.
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Due to my insane lifestyle and unquenchable drive to succeed, I refused to listen to my
body. Looking back now, it was obviously profoundly sleep deprived.
After competing at the Nationals, I realized that not sleeping was dramatically affecting
my performance and happiness. I decided that I need to change. I started researching the
effects of sleeping on the body, and how I could maximize recovery and performance.
It took me almost a year to completely recover from the incredible demands I put on my
nervous system during this time. This experience made me realize the value and
importance of sleep.
Sleep is a critical element to optimum health. Not only does it help you recover from the
physical stress of training, sleep also helps you recover from the mental stress and
worries that we can get from daily life.
The majority of individuals in society are sleep-deprived, which is detrimental to
optimum performance and happiness. What happens when we sleep?
1. Sleep rebuilds our natural levels of Serotonin. Serotonin is a vital neurotransmitter that helps us feel good and allows us to be happy individuals.
2. When we’re fully rested, we can perform and produce maximum results in all
areas of our life. This helps to build self-esteem, which is vital for happiness.
In fact, if we do not sleep enough the optimal training zone shrinks dramatically. We will
reach states of overtraining much faster and easier by being sleep deprived.
Depending on how much physical stress you're putting on your body, you'll need various
amounts of sleep. Genetics, illness, age and diet are a few factors that play a big role in
determining how much sleep you require.
When you reach what's called deep sleep, there's a growth hormone release which helps
repair the body. Growth hormone is vital for tissue repair and anabolism and counteracts
the effects of aging.
Although some misguided athletes and people over the age of 40 are using growth
hormone therapy, the side effects of this type drug usage can be dangerous. Not only
that, the long term effect of growth hormone usage is still unknown.
There are several ways we can increase the natural release of this powerful hormone.
The first way is to maximize our sleep. This is the easiest way to release growth
hormone naturally and is completely safe and inexpensive.
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Chill Your Pillow
Ideally your pillows should be one degree cooler than the rest of your bed. This will
begin a more restful sleep. There are pillows on the market with metal plates inside that
help to keep them cooler.
There are also blankets that help release excess body heat from any specific area. These
blankets use infrared technology, the same technology that military uses for super cold
areas. This could help prevent waking up due to excess heat.
Ideal sleep conditions:
1. The ideal room temperature should be 12 or 13 degrees Celsius. It's much
better to load up on the blankets and sleep in a cool room.
2. Your room should be pitch black. Cover the windows or wear a sleep mask if
necessary. Our bodies are naturally programmed to wake up with the sun. When
the sun hits our eyes, it's a signal for us to wake up. So take control of your
environment and create the darkest room possible, or wear a sleep mask.
3. Make your bedroom your sleep sanctuary. You should have no TVs or other
similar distractions. This lets your mind know that your bedrooms purpose is to
sleep.

Power Naps
Power naps can be beneficial. But, you shouldn’t power nap longer than 15 to 20
minutes. Sleeping longer than that is not beneficial because your brain will begin to go
into deeper stages of sleep, which will leave you feeling groggy and tired.

Recovery Component #3
Accelerate Recovery Techniques
Muscle Massage Magic
Massage is one of the greatest tools to speed of recovery. Not only does it speed up
muscle recovery, your body will feel fantastic after a deep tissue massage. Most high
performance professional athletes receive massages after every workout.
There are several different types of massage that benefit different aspects of you body.
Thai massage, Shiatsu, lymphatic drainage, cranial-sacral, hot and cold stone massage,
Rolfing and ART (active release therapy) are just a few of the many different kinds of
massage that can boost athletic performance.
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In any case, almost every type of massage improves circulation releasing growth stopping
toxins. It also promotes greater joint mobility, which leads to improved muscle
contractions.
Massage also dramatically reduces the time required to overcome injuries. Techniques
such as Rolfing and active muscle release therapy can actually reshape you muscular
structure resulting in a more symmetrical development of your body.

Muscle Tension and Stress
Many times people have no idea how much stress they're carrying, until they have a full
body massage. Many bodybuilders are shocked by how much tension they carry in their
necks, pecs and muscles of the thighs.
A good massage therapist can quickly locate points of tension in the body that impairs
growth, recovery and performance.
As the massage therapist stretches and loosens muscles and connective tissues, massive
amounts of endorphins are released generating a sense of pleasure and well being.
Emotional or mental stress that can be stored as tension in the muscles is released when
an athlete receives a deep tissue massage.
Massage allows muscles to become elastic, the way they should be. Massage is an
excellent way to overcome unproductive physical states.
Besides providing immediate relief from muscular conditions, such as spasm and pain,
regular massage will increase your muscles range of motion and dramatically improve
your ability to train hard as well as helping you to avoid and overcome injuries.
Take the time to try various forms of massage and find out which ones improve your
training the most.
You can also take a massage course with a friend, so that you can learn self massage as
well as providing massages for each other immediately following training to boost
recovery, accelerate growth, and significantly decrease delayed onset muscle soreness
(DOMS).

Mind Maximizing Machines
Mind machines offer a higher level of brain wave control. At any moment, our minds are
operating at various brain wave frequencies. Researchers can measure the frequency of
our brain waves, which correspond to different psychological states. These states have
dramatic effects on every aspect of our lives including recovery from heavy training.
For example, when you're stressed, your mind is in the beta waves stage. When you're in
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a relaxed or in a meditative state, your brain frequency is producing Alpha brain waves.
When you are being creative or we're beginning to fall asleep, our mind is in the theta
brainwave stage. When we're in a deep sleep, our mind drops into the slow delta
brainwave stage.
Mind machines offer the possibility to entrain the brain with pulses and frequencies to
reach virtually any desired state of mind.
Frank Zane, multi-time Mr. Olympia winner, has used all kinds of different mind
machines to improve recovery, maximize growth. Frank and many other athletes find
that after a workout using a mind machine can help them to reach a stage of deep
relaxation.

Brainwave Synchronization CD's
A less-expensive alternative to the mind machine is brain waves synchronization CDs.
Those CDs use the same technology as the mind machine to entrain your mind into the
desired state. I've used brain waves synchronization CDs on many occasions to help me
relax or to enhance creativity, or even sleep better.

Hypnotism
Bodybuilders and athletes have been known to benefit from using hypnosis to increase
strength, endurance and overall performance. Bill Pearl used self hypnosis for years to
increase the growth in his body.
Hypnosis is extremely controversial, and not everyone can benefit from it as it is a
passive mind technique. The future is a more dynamic and active method of mind
optimization through meditation.

Meditation for Muscles
How the Future of Bodybuilding Lies in the Ancient Past
Deep meditation traditionally was only practice by Monks deep in the Mountains and
jungles of the world. Modern research is starting to uncover the supernatural power of
meditation to affect any aspect of life.
I myself use an advanced form of meditation to dramatically improve my bodybuilding
gains. True meditation allows you to transcend what is traditionally thought as possible
as far as gaining muscle naturally.
Meditation enabled me to dramatically increase my ability to recovery from high
intensity training required to be a champion. I believe that it was the deciding advantage
that allowed me to win my National Championship without using any harmful drugs.
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By daily practice of these ancient scientific techniques, I was able to reduce the time of
recovery, improve my will power, heal training injuries, improve general sense of being,
and develop a deeper respect and appreciation of the wonderful gifts life brings us every
day. I know I could write several volumes on this powerful ancient science.
Meditation is the absolute best way to improve your bodybuilding performance and
increase the quality of your life.

Recovery Component #4
An Exciting Clean Lifestyle
Clean lifestyles free of stress are the most efficient way to improve recovery.
Stress releases cortisol, which breaks down muscle tissue. Although it appears that outer
circumstances cause stress, it is really your mind that creates it. Stress will also take its
toll on your mind and drain your energy. So it's a key factor to keep stress to a minimum.
Unsatisfying work for many people is the biggest source of stress. If you are getting a
great deal of stress from your job you have two options:
•
•

Find a new job that you enjoy.
Find a new way to deal with the stress your job creates.

Why waste another day performing a job that you do not like or one that leaves you
feeling miserable and unfulfilled?
Most job stress comes from a feeling that you are not in control of your life. Controlling
your time will make you feel empowered and will reduce your stress, and increase your
bodybuilding life as well as the quality of your life.
Remember, you are responsible for your feelings and you have the power to control how
you feel about anything. I always say there are no bad situations only bad attitudes.
You might think that sounds cheesy or overly simplistic, but I believe it to be true. Just
consider the alternative.
Don't waste your life with a lifetime filled with spirit killing boring, unproductive,
repetitive jobs. Discover what you love, and do it no matter what anyone thinks or says.
You will be surprised how that can change your life.
I never got into bodybuilding because of money…
Many times I turned down jobs I hated that paid better money or jobs that would not
allow me time to go to the gym. I trained for many years with little or no money.
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Because I followed my passion, I now make more money than I ever dreamed. I have
traveled the world because of following my passion for bodybuilding and made all kinds
of lifelong friends.
Follow your passion and become stress free today.

Just Say No!
Almost all drugs negatively affected your recovery, not to mention your long term
happiness. Drugs like alcohol, pot, cocaine, heroin, GHB, speed, LSD, crystal methane,
cigarettes, ecstasy and others have no place in bodybuilding.
Not only are many of these drugs addictive, there are counterproductive to your health.
Besides the social dysfunction that drugs cause, drug usage will fry your nervous system
and almost inevitably lead to pain and suffering.
Often times it is easy to feel that drugs offer an escape from reality or current pain
producing situations. Many persons feel pressure in social settings to use drugs to be a
part of the crowd or to fit in. With this type of mentality often pervasive in society today,
it can be hard not to give in to social pressure.
Remember, when pressured to take drugs, immediately remove yourself from the
situation or people pressuring you. Drugs are a trap. Natural bodybuilding is about
living a healthy dynamic and clean lifestyle.
Surround yourself with people who are living this way and feel the energy and joy life
can bring. You will quickly realize how much more exciting and joy producing life is
without using drugs.
By maximizing these 4 components of recovery, you'll be so energized your muscles will
explode with new growth. Your workouts will become supercharged with unlimited
energy and your body will become full of vitality and energy!
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Chapter 8
Freaky Food Factors
Most bodybuilders completely overlook nutrition when it comes to building Freaky Big
Muscles. Not only that, they are often misled by magazines, supplement companies, and
special interest groups.
If you are not eating properly and consistently, you will never achieve the kind of Freaky
Growth you desire. One of the biggest issues that stop you from achieving freaky growth
is consistent high nutrient anabolic nutrition.
Decide right now that you are only going to put food that contributes to your success.
You’re your body. If you fail to eat right, you will short change your results period.
You must be sure to hit all the freaky food factors to achieve total megabolic freaky
growth.
In Freaky Big Naturally we keep nutrition very simple...
We outline here all the basics to get you stated. Keep in mind that nutrition is a vast and
continually growing field with new discoveries every day. Check the Freaky Big
Naturally Website for new releases on the latest developments in advanced bodybuilding
nutrition.
Master the Basics of Nutrition outlined in the Freaky Food Factors before moving on to
advanced food tactics. You must learn how to walk before you learn how to run, so don’t
get ahead of yourself.
Remember, it is far more important to spend you money on quality food first before
purchasing expensive supplements. Too many bodybuilders, looking for quick fixes to
their nutrition programs, wind up wasting their money on supplements.
Don’t fall prey to short term thinking or trying to take short cuts in your nutrition
program that lead you to down the path of frustration and failure.

Freaky Food Factor No. 1 – Calories
The basic formula to start is 16 calories per pound. That means a 200-pound guy should
start with about 3,200 calories a day. These calories should be divided up into five or six
equal sized meals. After the first few weeks, if he is not putting weight, he should add
500 calories a day. If after two more weeks and you are still not putting on weight, add
another 500 calories a day.
It is very rare that anyone will need more food than that, but, if they do, it is possible they
could have health problems or have an extremely high metabolism. In this case, they will
have to add even more calories.
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Many so-called pencil-neck nutrition experts will tell you that a calorie is simply a
calorie. Believe me, there is a huge difference on how your body metabolizes sugar
laden, chemical infested chocolate bars or a super high nutrient megabolic shake.
Think about what happens when you put cheap gas in a Ferrari?
The car spits and sputters and barely drives down the road if it even runs at all. Think of
your body’s metabolism is like the engine of a car. Although you can get by on cheap
gas if you drive a crappy car, no one is ever going to take a second look at you.
If you want your body too run like a crappy car, then, by all means, keep eating crap
because that is all you need to get down the street. If you want your body to perform like
a Ferrari, you must put the best gas in it you can.
Decide right now who you are - a high performance Ferrari or a piece of junk beater car.

Freaky Food Factor No. 2 – Carbohydrates
Carbohydrates are king when it comes to athletic performance. Most of the energy you
will be burning is glucose, which comes from carbohydrates often time called carbs. You
need constant carbohydrate feedings to drive your metabolic machine into the freaky
growth zone.
Once again all carbs are not created equal. Easy-to-digest food vegetables should be
where the bulk of your carbs come from.
The general rule is:

If it grows - you can eat it.
Forget about fast fried food like oily rice, bread and pasta. All of that food will just get
you freaky fat. If you don’t believe me, just go to your local fast-food restaurant and
look around for yourself at the customers. You won’t see too many ripped, muscular
bodies at the fast food restaurant, that’s for sure.
By eating quality carbohydrates, you will have the energy to really blast through your
workouts and unleash unbelievable muscle gains. Not only that, you will discover how
much better you feel than when you rely on processed foods for you carbohydrates.

Freaky Food Factor No. 3 – Fats
Some fats, called essential fatty acids, are a key component to trigger unlimited
megabolic growth. Essential fatty acids are required to manufacture a whole bunch of
growth producing hormones. When you eat nutritious fats, you body will be able to flood
your system with testosterone and growth hormone.
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Fats are also an easy and convenient way to crank up your calories big time. Again, if it
grows - eat it (avocadoes, nuts, olives, organic peanut butter, etc). Bottled oils can be
extremely powerful such as evening primrose oil, hemp oil or extra virgin olive oil.
These are all excellent sources of essential fatty acids.
Not all fats are created equal...
Most of the fats that you will find today, such as margarine, cheeses, red meat, fried
foods and many hidden fats found in packaged food, are completely detrimental to your
health and to building Freaky Big Muscles. These fats will clog up your system and
make you fat fast.
A good rule of thumb to remember is:

If it is heated - do not eat it.
Good fats break down in heat and become rancid creating trans-fatty acids, which are to
be avoided at all costs. Also do not eat fats that harden at room temperature because your
body cannot digest these fats easily or effectively.

Freaky Food Factor No. 4 – Protein
So much has been said about protein, and most of it is absolute garbage. Supplement
companies, magazines and even scientists present you information that often times
misleads you. To build tons of muscle, you only need about 1 gram MAX of digestive
bio available protein per pound of body weight.
Since modern farming methods today are completely destroying the nutritive quality of
the meats available in a department store, you must look for alternative sources to
provide the protein you require to build slabs of muscle.
Remember, all the biggest animals in the animal kingdom obtain their protein from plant
sources, so keep that in mind when selecting proteins for you body.
Forget buying protein bars! You are better off eating a normal chocolate bar, at least
regular chocolate bars taste good. Protein bars end up in three places.
1.

Your toilet

2.

It leaves tar like layers on your digestive tract blocking maximum nutrient uptake.

3.

Deposited as a fat store on your body.
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One of the best sources of protein is most likely organic fresh free-range eggs cooked at
low temperatures.
You may be surprised to find out that most whey proteins on the market and advertised in
magazines are totally useless to when it comes to building muscle. Most whey proteins
sold move through your digestive tract too fast, which doesn’t allow you to absorb all of
the amino acids you need. Without a massive amount of digestive enzymes, whey is the
sugar or crack cocaine of protein.
Generally, whey flies out of your digestive system into your toilet almost as soon as you
put it in your body. This leaves you with messed up blood sugar levels, and you craving
for more food, not too mention no muscle growth.
What you must find is a premium hemp protein blend that allows slower digestion and
maximal absorption of the amino acids to feed your working muscles.
Most protein powders have been so degenerated by heat and other processes that they
have become worthless. They do not contain the essential enzymes and amino acids that
unleash freaky growth.
So unless you can find an amazing protein blend jam packed with essential growth
inducing enzymes, you are wasting your money. You are far better off eating egg whites,
ground nuts, and sprouts. The best protein powder is organic low temperature hemp.

You Do Not Need To Eat Meat to Build Freaky Big Muscles
If you feel you must eat meat, stick with organic free range poultry products like chicken
and turkey. Raw fish and wild game are alternative choices that will work, but be sure
that you know the source of the meat to ensure that you are ingesting quality.
When cooking meat, be sure not to ever burn it. Burnt meat is jam packed with
carcinogens that could end your life much sooner than it needs to. High temperatures
destroy the necessary enzymes your body requires to digest and utilize the protein.
***SPECIAL NOTE ***
We are currently testing what is possibly the most anabolic protein ever created. We
have tested this cutting edge formula on a select group of elite freaky growth insider
members with excellent results. To find more about the latest breakthrough in protein
supplements go to www.proteinbreakthrough.com for details.

Freaky Food Factor No. 5 – Enzymes
Enzymes are responsible for almost every function in your body. This simple fact is the
missing link between how much protein your body is actually going to absorb and how
much it is going to waste.
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In order for you to suck up maximum amino acids to unleash freaky big growth, you
must eat enzymes every time you consume protein. Read this sentence ten times and if
you did not get it, then read it another ten times.
Cooking, modern farming, microwave heating, processing, and long periods of storage
destroys and eliminates almost all of the essential enzymes that are required for your
body to process the proteins, the fats and the carbohydrates properly.
If you were to go back to cavemen days, you would realize that our bodies were designed
to eat raw foods to survive.

Use Enzymes to Build Your Body House
The best analogy to understand how enzymes work in your body is to imagine you are
going to build a house. You start with your raw building materials, your cement, brick,
wood, siding, shingles, screws, nails, etc.
In our case, the materials that build the body house are the proteins, carbs, fats, water,
and other important micronutrients. So imagine that you drop off the building materials
on your vacant lot, but you do not hire any workers. You drive by the lot week after
week, but nothing gets done. Why? Your house is not getting built because there is
nobody to do the work.
Your body works the same way. It needs workers. Your body’s builders are your
enzymes and good bacteria called probiotics. Like good and bad workers all digestive
enzymes probiotics are not created equal. For the best enzymes available visit
www.freakygrowth.com/enzmes.html to get the latest scoop on what enzymes you
require to build you body house.

Freaky Food Factor No. 6 – Bacteria
We usually think of bacteria as an evil creature that we must kill at all costs or that makes
us sick, or that makes our farts stink. While some kinds of bacteria are not good for your
health, there are other kinds of bacteria that are absolutely necessary for our bodies to
function properly.
Life would not exist without certain kinds of bacteria. Those bacteria that are critical for
your system can hunt down and destroy bacteria and viruses that make you sick. There
are also types of bacteria that help break down the food you eat, so that your body can
digest your food and use it for energy fuel or to build bigger muscles.
Modern living, which includes anti-bacterial cleaners, food preservation, sterilization,
pharmaceutical and street drugs, alcohol, stress and antibiotics, destroy almost all
essential bacteria in your body. Not only does this increase the chance of you getting
sick, it eliminates any hope of you getting freaky big.
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Bodybuilders Need Bacteria to Grow
Your digestive system requires bacteria, sometimes called Friendly Flora, to digest and
assimilate your food. Unfortunately, most people do not have enough friendly floras in
their digestive track.
There are three ways you can tell if your body’s bacteria levels are out of whack:
•
•
•

Do your farts smell like nasty crap from the sewers of New York?
Do you get sick every time a virus or cold goes around?
Do you have trouble digesting certain foods?

If you answered yes to any of these questions, you would undoubtedly benefit from
taking a high quality strain of active probiotics. See www.freakyinsider.com.
Bodybuilders are notorious for launching gas attacks that could break all of the rules of
the United Nations. The cause of the excess gas is overloads of enzyme deficient protein
and a digestive system completely devoid of good bacteria (Friendly Flora) to break the
protein down.
This undigested protein ends up putrefied in your colon, and disease producing bacteria,
such as E. coli, feeds off the protein releasing methane gas that causes your farts and
feces to stink.
This disease producing bacteria creates this bad smell. If you don not treat this condition,
often times it can and will lead to a plethora of diseases and health problems in the future.

Freaky Food Factor No. 7 – Water
Listen, your muscles are made mostly of water. If you are serious about packing on the
size and you want to get freaky big, than chug down some serious water.
How important is water? Consider this. Humans have been known to go months without
food, but you can only survive a few days without water. Don’t neglect the amazing
power of purified fresh water.
In order for you to grow, your body needs at least 4 liters a day. But if you weigh 200
pounds or more, add an extra liter for every 50 pounds you add to your bodyweight. And
that is the minimum. In hot weather this amount can double.
City water and many well waters are filled with all kinds of heavy metals, bacteria, and
other nasty impurities. Trust me, your water is jam packed with impurities.
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To get freaky big you must only consume clean filtered water. So whether you live in the
city or in the country, get a high quality ultra-violet triple filtered reverse osmosis water
purifying machine that kills and eliminates the impurities in your water.
To further increase hydration potential, take a grain of Celtic sea salt with your water.
This increases intracellular hydration. Well hydrated muscles send signals to the nervous
system to increase protein synthesis and build freaky big muscles.

More Important Facts about Water
•

It is best to consume your water at room temperature, as it is absorbed by your
body better.

•

Carry a non- porous water bottle everywhere that you go to and sip purified water
through out the day.

•

Get in the habit of drinking purified water that contains no fluoride ions. Never
drink tap water, carbonated water or water that has been sweetened.

•

Limit or eliminate all caffeine or carbonated drinks from your diet. These
products dehydrate your body and slow down your muscle gains.

•

Install a water filter in your shower. Your body can absorb impurities, like
fluoride and chlorine, form city water through your skin. These chemicals can
damage your skin and slow down muscle gains.

•

Do not drink water with meals as this negatively affects insulin levels as well as
reduces your body’s ability to digest your food.

Freaky Food Factor No. 8 – Micronutrients
FACT 99 percent of the world’s population on earth is chronically deficient of dozens of
the 90 essential nutrients that your body needs to function at its best.
That is right; your body needs ALL 90 of these micronutrients. You cannot afford to
even be without one of them for your body to work 100 percent.
Let’s face it, if your body is not working at 100 percent, you are not growing as fast as
possible.
But I already eat nutritious high quality food, and I take a multivitamin and multimineral supplement…
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Unfortunately, healthy eating and regular mineral supplementation doesn’t cut it. The
problem is the soil, where food is grown, has been depleted of all its minerals due to
modern farming methods.
Because of chemical fertilizers and lack of cycling, various crops have significantly
reduced the nutrient and mineral content of our food. The food cannot possibly contain
all the minerals and vitamins your body needs.
Guess what?
If it’s not in the soil, it’s not in the food, and if it’s not in the food, it’s not in your body.

You Can’t Digest Rocks
Most vitamin mineral supplements are made with inorganic materials that are simply
compressed rocks that your body cannot possibly absorb. In fact, your body is unable to
digest and utilize 95 to 97 percent of its content of most vitamin and mineral
supplements.
Keep in mind, very few supplement brands contain the trace minerals that your body
needs. Most of the supplements that are on the market today only contain a few of the
essential minerals your body requires.
The only way to ensure that you are getting all of the micronutrients you require to grow
Freaky Big is consume an organic colloidal mineral supplement.

Colloidal Minerals
What is an organic colloidal mineral supplement?
Organic colloidal minerals are mineral that have been deposited in organic material that
has not been turned into rocks (inorganic matter). These organic trace minerals are found
in prehistoric plants called humic shale.
These minerals are then suspended in a liquid mixture creating a colloidal solution.
Because these minerals are 4000 times smaller than regular minerals, this allows your
body to absorb 98 percent of the solution. Since the molecules are so small, your body
easily absorbs the organic minerals.
Check the www.freakyinsider.com to find the brands of colloidal minerals that meet our
highly selective criteria. If we don’t recommend the brand you are currently using,
switch to a brand recommended on the website.
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Chapter 9
The Megabolic Drive Report
Let’s talk about the most important drive of your life…
The Megabolic drive is the total difference between the two opposing forces in your
body. These two forces are called your anabolic drive and catabolic drive. Sometimes
this force is called the megabolic gap.
Only by training naturally and efficiently can you continually expand the difference
between the two opposing forces in your body.
Almost all training programs, courses, and articles fail to understand the importance of
this statement. Most so called experts have never even heard of the megabolic gap.
Big gap = big muscles…
Remember, the greater the difference between these two forces, the more muscle you will
build. Maintaining the megabolic gap between these two forces is a crucial consideration
to ensure endless growth in your body.
Freaky Big Naturally Training system ensures that you maximize the difference between
the two forces creating a huge megabolic gap that triggers massive muscle growth
throughout your entire body.
To build the biggest, freakiest muscles possible, you must enlarge this gap to its
maximum. Freaky Big Naturally is the only system that enables you to achieve
maximum growth by training your body to maximize anabolic drive and minimize
catabolic drive, so that you experience unlimited, unbelievable, endless freaky big
muscular growth forever.
There is a war going on in your body…
Your mind wants you to be as big as possible, but your body wants to keep you small as
it can. This is why it can be so hard to build any muscles. A huge war is going on
between your body and your mind.
In order for you to win the war, you must expand the megabolic gap. This is requires a
well planned muscle building battle strategy. Freaky Big Naturally training systems is
constantly providing you with the most successful muscle building strategies of all time.
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Winning the Muscle War
Like it or not…
Your body is fighting a never ending catabolic muscle attack against you and your desire
to grow insanely large muscles. Face it, getting big is like a war, getting freaky big is
like Armageddon. To win the war you must be using constant and ever changing
scientific battle strategies to combat your body’s growth stopping defenses.
I have fought that war and won. I learned all the body’s secrets. I bombed and blasted
my muscles with incredible ferocity and laser like precision. The war for me is over but
the war for you has just begun.
Like an old war veteran I now throw the torch to you. I trust you, my fellow muscle
warrior, to keep battling until you to claim victory over the catabolic army of smallness.
I am constantly at your side providing you with all the weapons of mass construction to
help you crush the catabolic army of smallness and win the Freaky Big Muscle War.

The 5 Weapons of The Anabolic Army
To win the megabolic muscle war going in your body, you must understand and
manipulate the 5 Weapons of the anabolic army. The science behind these weapons
allows you to manipulate your hormones to dramatically improve your training. There
are 5 weapons of the anabolic army are:
1.

Food.

2.

Training.

3.

Recovery.

4.

Genetics.

5.

Supplements.

Failing to understand and utilize these weapons will result in you never ever building the
muscles that you deserve. Can you afford to be in the dark while catabolic hormones
stop your advancing muscle gains forever?
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Three Hormone Howitzers
That Will Blow up Your Muscles to Freaky Big Proportions
The three freaky big anabolic hormones that maximize your anabolic drive are:
1.

Testosterone. Testosterone levels in mankind have been steadily declining over
time during the last few decades because of inactivity, environmental pollution
and really poor nutrition. Realize that testosterone is what makes a man a man
and is the primary hormone creating freaky muscle growth. Anabolic steroids can
give you a short term boost in muscle gains; however, not only are these harmful
drugs illegal, sooner or later you have to stop taking them. Unfortunately,
steroids shut down your own natural production of testosterone, leaving you fatter
and smaller than you were before taking steroids. Not to mention, when you
come of steroids, your sex drive goes totally out the window. Freaky Big
Naturally teaches you how to dramatically increase your own levels of
testosterone doubling or tripling your muscle gains.

2.

Growth hormones. Growth hormones are the hormones that promote the growth
of all tissues in your body. These hormones are what makes you grow so much
during childhood. As we age, growth hormone secretion slows down resulting in
muscle loss, loose skin, and all of the other negative effects of aging. In Freaky
Big Training Systems we show you how to naturally increase your growth
hormone. We do this by inducing deep wave delta sleep, mediation, high volume
training several other megabolic shock techniques.

3.

The third big anabolic hormone is insulin, or more importantly, insulin
sensitivity. Massive Post-show muscle growth, experienced by many contest
dieting bodybuilders, is caused by a dramatic sensitivity to insulin. Freaky Big
Naturally shows you how to recreate the same insulin sensitive environment that
contest dieting bodybuilders experience and use it to explode with beyond drug
like gains. Find out how an analysis of your training biofeedback will allow you
to determine where you are in the megabolic drive scale. Since individual body
types and training programs differ, we clarify the exact things you must do to
manipulate your insulin sensitivity to send you muscle mass gains through the
roof.

The Forgotten Food Factor Enzymes
Why is the greatest discovery in bodybuilding nutrition going completely unnoticed
and unreported in muscle magazines?
What you don’t know, can hurt you. Find all about the enzymatic connection in protein
absorption, and how failure to know this vital information is causing you to waste
thousands of dollars on protein, vitamin and mineral supplements.
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Almost all of the enzymes naturally occurring in food have been destroyed by modern
farming, food processing and irradiation. These enzymes are essential for every single
metabolic function in you body.
Realize that it as absolutely impossible for you to get all the enzymes that you require to
experience unstoppable endless muscle growth. As a matter of fact, you are not getting
even the bare minimum amount of enzymes in your diet, and you cannot possible digest
all of your proteins, carbohydrates, fats, vitamins and minerals.
Basically you are short changing your muscle gains and dramatically decreasing your life
expectancy. Everyone needs enzymes. We show you how to take the precise amount of
enzymes to allow you to build incredible amounts of muscle while eating less protein
than ever before.
Not only that, by taking the right enzymes, you can miraculously heal the body and
reduce the possibilities of sickness, disease and premature death. Here is how the
enzymatic connection works.
Your body cannot digest your food if there are no enzymes in the food you eat. Because
of this, your body has to manufacture its own enzymes to digest your food. This process
uses up valuable material and energy that can rob you of the freaky muscle growth your
body is capable of producing.
That is why taking enzymes can dramatically and permanently increase the megabolic
drive of your body. Realize that there is no metabolic activity in your body without
enzymes. For more info on enzymes go to: http://www.freakygrowth.com/enzyme.html
Eating nutritious food that is full of enzymes as well as supplementing your diet with a
precise growth maximizing culture of enzymes daily will give you the capability to grow
muscles far bigger, without drugs than previously thought possible. Mark my words,
enzymes will be the natural replacement for steroids in the near future.
At Freaky Big Naturally Training, we have unlocked a gold mine of natural methods that
create massive anabolic floods or growth producing hormones. This super anabolic flood
of hormones is so massive and so potent that we had to create a new word to describe it thus megabolic drive was born.
There are two ways to increase the megabolic drive in your system:
1.

Increase anabolic hormones.

2.

Decrease catabolic hormones.

Here is how you can decrease catabolic drive:
1.

Minimize stress.
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2.

Never overtrain.

3.

Avoid toxins, pollution, noise, drugs, and alcohol.

4.

Avoid estrogen producing foods including processed or soy based products
because most of these foods cause your body to produce more estrogen.

5.

Avoid steroids. Steroids blow estrogen levels through the roof. If you look at a
bodybuilder a few weeks after his cycle ends, generally, he becomes fat loaded,
acne ridden pig with a testosterone level of a 100 year old grandmother.

Ten Easy Ways to Increase Your Megabolic Drive
Here are ten EASY and simple ways that you can implement TODAY to increase your
megabolic drive and improve your bodybuilding MUSCLE gains:
1.

Get rid of all drugs.

2.

Learn to relax completely. Watching TV is not relaxing.

3.

Throw the junk foods in the trash.

4.

Drink a minimum of 4 to 6 liters of water day.

5.

Get at least two full body massages a week.

6.

Do active relaxations such as yoga or meditation.

7.

Stretch all of your muscles after your workouts.

8.
9.

Perform the cold hot cold hot cold shower.
Sun bathing.

10.

Take anti-catabolic supplements such as NO2, antioxidants, green tea, glutamine,
colloidal minerals and vitamins and most of all enzymes.

The Three Components for Maximizing Megabolic Drive
1.

Freaky Big Naturally training systems.

2.

Megabolic nutrition.

3.
Megabolic supplements.
Learn more by going to: http://www.freakygrowth.com/megaboliclist.html
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Chapter 10
In The Trenches Food Tactics
Preparation is the key to making sure you always have the food your body needs to
grow. Before you start your Freaky Big Foundation training and eating plan, you will
need to have this essential list of items.
Feel free to add to this list anything that makes storing, transporting or preparing your
food easier and more convenient.
1.

Tupperware. Go buy three or four days' worth of high quality Tupperware.

2.

Always cook to make bulk ,so you save time and effort, and you are never
without food. Nothing gets you shrinking faster than starvation.

3.

Get a steel shaft blender. Make sure you spend enough money because you will
be buying a blender every week if you do not.

4.

Schedule to eat a minimum of five times a day and even up to ten times if you are
an extreme ectomorph.

5.

Use Celtic sea salt or Himalayan salt, not the other kind of poison.

6.

Buy foods that are portable and when you out shopping - load up on them.

7.

Protein powder is easier to carry. Always have protein powder and a hand shaker,
so you can eat a protein shake - you just drop some water and down it, add a few
nuts, fruits, some enzymes and you are all set.

8.

Do not drink water with your meals. It dilutes the digestive ability.

9.

Drink room temperature water.

Top Ten Megabolic Foods for Growth
Keep in mind that all the products listed are best when they are fresh certified organic
products. Put only the best fuel in your body to experience the best results.
1.

Load up on organic free range eggs, even twice a day, and do not forget that the
yolks are megabolic.

2.

Load up on nuts, organic peanut butters, organic almond butters or any other nut
butter, and make sure it is organic with no sugars.
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3.

Dates, figs, raisins and prunes. Be sure they are sulphite free.

4.

All citrus fruits.

5.

Beans, lentils and legumes.

6.

High quality protein powder blended with enzymes.

7.

All Berries.

8.

Vegetables especially green vegetables, the darker the green the better.

9.

Avocados.

10.

Bananas
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Chapter 11
The No BS Supplement Report
1.

Take high quality enzymes with every meal
http://www.freakygrowth.com/enzyme.html.

2.

High quality Hemp Protein powder daily www.proteinbreakthrough.com.

3.

Three grams of nitric oxide before you work out and once in an hour before lunch.

4.

10 grams of creatine 5 grams before you work out; 5 grams after you work out.

5.

Take 10 to 20 grams of glutamine a day. Take 5 to 10 grams before you work
out, 5 to 10 grams after you work and 5 to 10 grams before going to bed. Don’t
take glutamine while you are taking Nitric Oxide.

6.

Take a high quality pro-biotic morning and night.

7.

Colloidal minerals twice a day

8.

Tribulus Terrestris cycle, 10 days on, 10 days off. Begin your cycle with 1,000
milligrams and increase by 500 milligrams every two days until you reach 3,000
milligrams a day. Then take 10 days off.

9.

Take ZMA before bed.

10.

Take a strong multivitamin product twice a day.

For the latest reports, reviews and recommendations on the best brands of supplements to
use as well as what brands to avoid go to www.freakyinsider.com.
Remember no supplement can compensate for a poor training and nutrition however the
right supplements in conjunction with the right training can boost your results
significantly.
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Phase One: Freaky Foundation
The Routines
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Chapter 12
The 4 Day Freaky Foundation Routine
The Freaky foundation four day routine is broke down to a two on
one off, two on 2 days off. It may not look that hard on paper but
wait until you get in the gym. The goal is to overload you nervous
system to create megabolic growth throughout your physique.
Remember to train as hard as possible each workout to maximize
results.
Calves and Abdominal routines should be alternated between
workouts and performed at the end of each workout.
For Abs pick 3 or 4 exercises from the FREAKY BIG
NATURALLY abdominal exercise list and perform them for 3 or 4
sets. Put the concentration on the abs with constant tension and
absolutely no rest between reps. Keep reps between sets to only a
few seconds, contract the muscles as hard as possible each rep.
Results with abs come with quality of reps not quantity.
For Calves pick one or two exercises from the FREAKY BIG
NATURALLY calf training exercise list. Perform all reps with a
full stretch and full contraction, and move slowly through the
range of motion. Contract hard at the top of the exercise and
repeat for 15-25 reps. Perform at between 5 and 10 sets with very
little rest in between sets. Stretch the calves hard between sets.
The whole week looks like this, so you can copy the whole week in
your training journal today. We will go through each day to help
you focus on each workout.
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WEEK 1 OF THE 4 DAY ROUTINE
FREAKY BIG FOUNDATION
Week 1 Day1
Squats
Lunges
Lying leg curl
Day 2
Bench Press
Db flyes
Bent over row
Close grip pulldowns
Day 3 off
Day 4
Clean & Press
Single Leg press
Single leg curl
Side laterals db
Rear delt machine
Day 5
Seated alt db curls
Machine preacher curls
Tricep pressdown
Close grip bench
Seated db extension
Day 6 off

11
4
6

11
10-12
12-20

9
4
9
4

9
12-15
9
10-12

4
4
4
4
4

12, 10, 8, 6
15-25
15-25
12-15
15-20

2, 2, 2
6
2, 2, 2
4
4

6-8, 8-10, 10-12
8-12
15-20, 12-15, 10-12
8-10
8-10

Day 7 off
Calves or abs alternate
workouts
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DAY 1 LEGS
Week 1 Day1
Squats
Lunges
Lying leg curl

11
4
6

11
10-12
12-20

The first workout you will perform is one of the most brutal in the
routine. The first time you attempt such a workout it will
definitely shock you into new growth.
Don’t be discouraged if you have to significantly reduce the weight
in order to get all eleven sets on the squats.
Be sure to stretch after the workout to help alleviate soreness.
Consume plenty of water before, during and after the workout to
reduce the chance of cramping.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 2 CHEST AND BACK
Day 2
Bench Press
Db flyes
Bent over row
Close grip pulldowns

9
4
9
4

9
12-15
9
10-12

Today workout you will be performing a high volume workout for
chest and back. For the 9 sets of 9 reps be sure to choose a weight
that you can perform all reps on all sets.
Your first few sets may seem easy, but later on they will get
tougher to perform later in the workout.
After a few workouts, you will get used to how to select the right
weight, be sure to record every workout as well as notes on
intensity.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 4 SHOULDERS AND LEGS
Day 4
Clean & Press
Single Leg press
Single leg curl
Side laterals db
Rear delt machine

4
4
4
4
4

12, 10, 8, 6
15-25
15-25
12-15
15-20

Today is an unusual day as you are performing Clean & Press.
This exercise is an incredibly challenging exercise that will trigger
a massive flood of anabolic hormones throughout your body.
This day is far more challenging than it looks and is a throwback
routine to the old time natural lifters.
If you are training properly, your whole body will be pumped after
a couple of hard sets. Be sure to warm up thoroughly and
remember not count warm ups as working sets.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 5 ARMS
Day 5
Seated alt db curls
Machine preacher curls
Tricep pressdown
Close grip bench
Seated db extension

2, 2, 2
6
2, 2, 2
4
4

6-8, 8-10, 10-12
8-12
15-20, 12-15, 10-12
8-10
8-10

Most bodybuilders use way too much weight when training and
this fact is critically important as it applies to arm training.
Concentrate on lifting the weights with your arms only. There
should be absolutely no body sway, and you must train with
absolute concentration.
Remember it is not the weight makes you grow, it is the intensity
the muscle works at. Make your muscles work as hard as possible
by flexing the weight up and lowering the weight under control.
This is called ‘fighting the flex”.
If you are performing the exercises the Freaky Big Natural Way
you will get tremendous pumps from moderate weights.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAYS 3, 6 AND 7 REST DAYS
Although listed as rest days, as a FREAKY BIG NATURALLY
athlete, you still have to be focused so that you ensure maximum
muscle growth.
Even though you are not training on your rest day, be sure to eat all
of your meals and perform mental workouts such as reading
inspiring information or listening to a FREAKY BIG NATURAL
CD.
These are great days for stretching to alleviate soreness, for
shopping and cooking food for the week and performing all of
life’s daily activities.
Make sure you take time each rest day to put positive information
inside your brain. Inspiring yourself with good books on self
development is critical in developing a great physique and a sound
mind.
Have a routine worked out, so that you schedule your days for
maximal productivity. Ensure that you have meals prepared in
advance in case your schedule gets changed by circumstances
outside of your control.
Refuse to give yourself any excuses not to eat well. By planning in
advance all life’s unexpected occurrences are handled easily. Be
prepared and be successful. Constantly affirm to yourself that all
your activities are contributing to building a better body.
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WEEK 2 OF 4 DAY ROUTINE
FREAKY FOUNDATION
Exercise
Week 2 Day1
Squats
Leg press
Seated leg curl
Leg extension
Day 2
Bent over row
Rev. grip pulldown
Bench press
Dips
Day 3 off
Day 4
Single leg press
Single leg extension
Cable Curls
Concentration curls
Day 5
Db shoulder press
Side lateral machine
Bent laterals
Lying tri extensions
Overhead rope extension
Rope pressdowns
Day 6 off

Sets

Reps

9
4
4
4

9
8-10
8-12
10-12

7
4
7
4

7
10-12
7
10-12

4
4
8
4

15-25
15-25
8-10
6-10

6
4
4
4
4
4

15, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4-6
10-15
12-15
8-12
6-8
8-12

Day 7 off
Calves or abs alternate
workouts
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DAY 1 LEGS
Week 2 Day1
Squats
Leg press
Seated leg curl
Leg extension

9
4
4
4

9
8-10
8-12
10-12

When squatting, always bend the knees first. When starting the
descent, this transfers the weight to the quads as opposed to the
back and glutes.
Squat all the way to the bottom of the rep range, your glutes should
touch your calves. If you cannot go all the way down, reduce the
weight.
If your calves are tight, you can also raise your heals by placing
them on the edge of either a 10lb or 25 pound plate.
Also be sure to flex the legs at the top of each rep, as opposed to
locking out and letting the bones support the weight. Explode the
weight out of the bottom of the reps with maximum power.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 2 BACK AND CHEST
Day 2
Bent over row
Rev. grip pulldown
Bench press
Dips

7
4
7
4

7
10-12
7
10-12

Today we train back first instead of chest. Be sure to stick the
chest out and pull the shoulders together while rowing.
Always row the weight, don’t throw the weight. Remember, the
goal is to contract the back muscles, as hard as possible, and not to
lift as much weight as possible.
When performing dips, make sure to perform the dips in a halfmoon position that is with the legs in front of the body and the
back rounded.
Keep the elbows wide to maximize chest development. If your
body weight is too much, use a dipping machine to assist you.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 4 LEGS AND BICEPS
Day 4
Single leg press
Single leg extension
Cable Curls
Concentration curls

4
4
8
4

15-25
15-25
8-10
6-10

Today we are performing single leg work. Keep the reps fast on
the leg press locking out only to re-oxygenate.
Single leg training is very challenging, as it forces the stabilizer
muscles in the leg to work very hard. We perform the exercise
this way, so that the exercise helps to balance any imbalances
between the legs as both legs do equal work.
Once again the biceps are to be trained with absolute mental focus.
Concentrate on a full range of motion from full lockout to full
contraction. Do not rest in the bottom of the motion.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 5 SHOULDERS AND TRICEPS
Day 5
Db shoulder press
Side lateral machine
Bent laterals
Lying tri extensions
Overhead rope extension
Rope pressdowns

6
4
4
4
4
4

15, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4-6
10-15
12-15
8-12
6-8
8-12

Today we hit the shoulders hard. Keep the arms straight when
performing the bent laterals, it significantly reduces the weight you
can handle but it hits the rear deltoids much harder.
The triceps performs and incredible amount of work because of all
the pressing in the first in the first exercise. When you train the
triceps, make sure that you go to a fully stretched position before
starting the movement.
It also helps to lockout the arms and squeeze an extra bit on every
rep for maximum benefit and growth. Triceps respond very well to
peak contractions.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 3, 6 AND 7 REST DAYS
Most trainees don’t understand the importance of maximizing rest
days. If you wish to experience FREAKY GROWTH
NATURALLY, your focus on rest days should include performing
activities that contribute to super compensation, which drives
massive muscular growth.
To accelerate growth get a massage, hydrotherapy, stretching, and
meditation are just a few of the modalities you need to incorporate
to maximize your gains. Try to avoid anything that excites the
nerves like loud music, messy environments, or crowded noisy
places.
Instead relax in places that are quiet and peaceful. If you can, get
out into nature where you can intake lots of oxygen and connect
with your environment.
Ocean and mountain regions are always the best, but any place in
nature is a significant improvement and will do wonders for you
peace of mind and the growth of your muscles.
Meditation is perhaps the best of these modalities because it
doesn’t cost anything and can be performed in the comfort of your
own home. Not to mention it strengthens your concentration
ability and dramatically improves recovery.
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WEEK 3 DAY OF 4 DAY
FREAKY FOUNDATION
Week 3 Day1
Squats
Lunges
Leg extensions
Lying leg curl
Day 2
Deadlift
Bench press
Db incline press
Pec deck flyes
Seated cable row
Db pullovers
Day 3 off
Day 4
Single leg curl
Leg press
Overhead rope ext
One arm rope extension
One arm pressdown
Day 5
Front db alt raises
One arm side laterals
Bent over cal rear lat
Upright row
One arm preacher curl
Concentration curls
Machine curls
Day 6, 7 off
Calves or abs

7
4
3
2, 2, 2,

7
8-10
10-12
5-7,7-9,9-11

5
5
4
3
4
3

5
5
6-8
10-12
8-12
15-20

4
4
2, 2, 2
4
4

15-20
20-30
7-9,9-11,11-13
10-12
10-12

4
4
4
3
4
4
3

10-12
12-15
12-15
10-12
8-10
8-10
10-15

Alternate
workouts
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DAY 1 LEGS
Week 3 Day1
Squats
Lunges
Leg extensions
Lying leg curl

7
4
3
2, 2, 2,

7
8-10
10-12
5-7,7-9,9-11

Today we are down to lower reps in the Squat. Be sure to do
several warm-ups before hitting your work sets to ensure that your
body is mentally ready for the weight.
Do not sacrifice form for weight and work through the full range of
motion. Keep the abs and lower back tight through the entire
movement.
Also, when you perform lunges, make sure that you lunge
backwards to the start position as opposed to rising up and then
pushing back as many trainees commonly make the mistake of
doing.
On all leg work be sure to press from the heels and resist the
temptation to push from the toes. By your focus on the heels you
activate more muscle fibers in the quads thereby getting better
results.

BIODFEEDBACK:
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DAY 2 BACK AND CHEST
Day 2
Deadlift
Bench press
Db incline press
Pec deck flyes
Seated cable row
Db pullovers

5
5
4
3
4
3

5
5
6-8
10-12
8-12
15-20

Today we start with deadlifts. Take you the height of the knees
and then use all back for to complete the movement.
Deadlifts are one exercise that when performed regularly
dramatically add strength to the total body. It is not uncommon to
be able to add weight on a weekly basis.
This of course is mentally satisfying and one of the reasons many
trainees love them. The most common weak body part on
bodybuilders is back.
Performing deadlifts regularly will help not only to build mass, but
also detail your back because many little muscle groups get
worked very hard by deadlifting.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 4 LEGS AND TRICEPS
Day 4
Single leg curl
Leg press
Overhead rope ext
One arm rope extension
One arm pressdown

4
4
2, 2, 2
4
4

15-20
20-30
7-9,9-11,11-13
10-12
10-12

Today we work the legs with some high reps. Legs tend to
respond to high rep training better than any other body part
because to the sheer amount of muscle fibers that are located in the
legs.
Tom Platz who built the best legs of all time was really big into
high rep leg training. When you perform high reps, the workout
becomes as much mental as it does physical.
Perform the exercises with absolute mental commitment. Refuse
to give in to the pain of lactic acid build up when training. Only
lock out if you absolutely must to get more oxygen.
Breathing heavily, with emphasis on the exhale, is very important
to reducing lactic acid. For triceps today you are performing lots
of single arm movements.
Once again concentrate on perfect form. Single arm training helps
balance out the differences in the arms. Most people have one arm
bigger than the other. For physical perfection we must try to get
both arms equal.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 5 SHOULDERS AND BICEPS
Day 5
Front db alt raises
One arm side laterals
Bent over cable rear lat
Upright row
One arm preacher curl
Concentration curls
Machine curls

4
4
4
3
4
4
3

10-12
12-15
12-15
10-12
8-10
8-10
10-15

When you perform dumbbell presses, alternate pressing one
dumbbell than the other. Be sure to complete a full repetition up
and down before starting the other side.
Do not let the dumbbell rest on your shoulder, but continually
support it with the muscles in the shoulders and triceps while you
complete the reps with the other dumbbell.
This exercise is extremely challenging but creates a great pump in
the whole shoulder complex.
When you perform preacher curls, be sure to flex the biceps at the
top. Many people mistakenly rest at the top. Use a weight that you
can keep continuous tension on the biceps through the whole range
of motion. Never let up for a second.
Moderate weights allow for better mental focus this in turn leads to
stronger contraction in the biceps for much better results.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 3, 6, 7 REST DAYS.
By now you should have a definite routine down for your rest
days. By following the recover recommendations outlined in
FREAKY BIG NATURALLY, you will also be able to enjoy other
activities that you have interest in.
First and foremost, employ a recovery and growth inducing tactic.
Then afterwards feel free to enjoy the pleasures life has to offer.
Many bodybuilders make the mistake of leaving out every other
aspect of life. Take time to enjoy simple things like catching up
with friends, going to movies or studying a subject that particular
interests you.
Smart bodybuilders have discovered that by studying completely
unrelated fields to bodybuilding, they develop a much greater
capacity and appreciation of their own sport.
Often times, because of the unfamiliarity of new subjects, the
individual is able to become aware of previously hidden aspects of
himself.
Exposing oneself to other cultures, ideas, ways of living, food,
events etc. provides a more balanced approach to living. This is
something sorely needed in the sport and in western culture in
general.
By developing a broader perspective in life we experience far less
stress. By reducing stress in our lives, we produce less catabolic
hormones, which slow down muscular growth.
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Bodybuilding is a great way to enhance our lives in every aspect.
As a bodybuilder you should remember that every person you meet
sees you as a representative of the sport.
By being peaceful, courteous, and calm you not only improve you
bodybuilding success, but you leave a lasting impression on the
minds of others of what a bodybuilder is.
Bodybuilders are the modern day knights of the world. By
incorporating the chivalry of knights, we resurrect all that is good
within us while channeling our energy and drive to fuel our
workouts.
Try this out and see the positive effect it has on you life. I
challenge you to become a peaceful warrior. Live your life with
honor and represent yourself and your sport well.
It is my sincere hope that all FREAKY BIG NATURALLY
athletes become just like the knights of days gone by.
The model bodybuilder, like the knight, is a fierce warrior, selfdisciplined, self-confident, and well respected amongst any of the
individuals to whom he comes in contact with.
Bodybuilding can be used as a tool for building the content of
one’s character, all the while building a fabulous physique. You
don’t have to be a muscle head to build freaky big muscles.
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WEEK 4 OF 4 DAY
FREAKY FOUNDATION ROUTINE
Week 4 Day1
Lying leg curl
Leg extension
Leg press
Day 2
Incline barbell press
Pec deck flyes
Seatedmachinebench
One arm db row
Wide grip pulldown
Supported row mach
Day 3 off
Day 4
Deadlift
Side laterals db
Bent over laterals
Upright rows
Machine press
Day 5(super sets)
Tri pressdowns
DB preacher curls
Close grip bench
Incline db curls
Bench dips
Hammer curls
Day 6 off
Day 7 off
Calves or abs

7
4
7

11-15
12-15
6-8

4
4
3
4
4
3

10-12
10-12
6-8
8-10
8-10
6-8

5
4
4
4
3,

3x3, 1x5, 1x20
8-10
10-12
8-10
12-15

4
4
4
4
4
4

12-15
12-15
8-10
8-10
bdwt to failure
10-12

Alternate workouts
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DAY 1 LEGS
Week 4 Day1
Lying leg curl
Leg extension
Leg press

7
4
7

11-15
12-15
6-8

Today our target is to totally blast the hamstrings. When you
perform lying leg curls, be sure to move through the full range of
motion and contract hard at the top of the movement.
The pads should touch your glutes at the top. Do not use
momentum to move the weight.
Squeeze the weight and lower the weight under control. Reverse
the movement just before the weight you are using touches the
weight stack.
By performing the exercise this way, you maximize tension and
fiber recruitment resulting in larger muscle gains.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 2 CHEST AND BACK
Day 2
Incline barbell press
Pec deck flyes
Seatedmachinebench
One arm db row
Wide grip pulldown
Supported row mach

4
4
3
4
4
3

10-12
10-12
6-8
8-10
8-10
6-8

Low reps and hard lifting is the order of the day today. Combining
a balanced chest and back workout allows for a tremendous pump
for the upper torso.
Also the contracting of the opposing muscle groups stretches the
other muscle group.
Be sure to get everything you can out of each and every rep.
Mentally focus between each set to ensure that get the most out of
each set. Block out all distractions and negativity. Feel the
muscles contract. Keep the tension on the target muscle groups.
Perform all of these details every time you come to the gym, and
your body will grow exponentially.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 4 BACK AND SHOULDERS
Day 4
Deadlift
Side laterals db
Bent over laterals
Upright rows
Machine press

5
4
4
4
3

3x3, 1x5, 1x20
8-10
10-12
8-10
12-15

Today you will do more warm-ups then usual in a pyramid fashion,
before you move to your working sets on the deadlift exercise.
Make no mistake, the heavy deadlifts are very intense and will tax
your body to the max. The last set of deadlifts of 20 reps will have
your body on fire so push it to the max.
Do not bounce or jerk your body while deadlifting. Perform the
exercise explosively in a controlled smooth manner.
Remember, your muscles do not know how heavy the weight is
only your ego does. Be sure to check your ego at the door and lift
properly. If you do this, you are on your way to mastering lifting.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 5 BICEPS AND TRICEPS
Day 5(super sets)
Tri pressdowns
DB preacher curls
Close grip bench
Incline db curls
Bench dips
Hammer curls

4
4
4
4
4
4

12-15
12-15
8-10
8-10
bdwt to failure
10-12

Today is a really fun day. We will be performing supersets for the
arm.
Supersets have you going between two exercises without any rest.
It is best to set up the equipment as close as possible to each other
to minimize rest time between exercises.
Perform all 4 sets for both muscle groups before moving on to the
next set of exercises in the routine. When you finish this routine,
your guns will be pumped like never before.
Although you move quickly between exercises, never sacrifice
form or mental focus. Hammer your arms forcing as much blood
into them as possible to expand your arms beyond believability.
Enjoy!

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 3, 6 and 7 REST DAYS
Let’s look at the importance of layoffs and how to know when to
schedule them to build more muscle naturally. Everyone knows
that in order for a muscle to grow it has to recover and then over
compensate to get bigger.
Many athletes who train hard, eat right, and rest properly
sometimes reach plateaus. Many feel that they cannot get bigger,
but the reality is that they are just burned out mentally or
physically.
FREAKY BIG NATURALLY athletes who follow the routines
outlined above with maximal intensity inevitable get to a point
where their muscles stop growing. They have forced their nervous
system to the max and require a mini layoff.
These layoffs usually are required somewhere between 12 and 16
weeks. These layoffs should last between 7 to 14 days and are
determined by the biofeedback of the athlete.
After every training day there is a biofeedback section where you
write notes about how you felt, strength, appetite, mood, pump,
mental focus etc.
By recording this information, you can recognize patterns of your
body’s rhythms and cycles and you can determine when you need
a break.
For more information join the Freaky Big Naturally Insiders Club
where we go in to detail on breaks. www.freakyinsider.com.
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Chapter 13
The 5 Day Freaky Foundation Routine
The Freaky foundation four day routine is broke down to a two on
one off, three on 1 day off routine. It may not look that hard on
paper, but wait until you get in the gym.
The goal is to overload you nervous system to create megabolic
growth throughout your physique. Remember to train as hard as
possible each workout to maximize results.
The whole week looks like this, so you can copy the whole week in
your training journal today. We will go through each day to help
you focus on each workout.
Calves and Abdominal routines should be alternated between
workouts and performed at the end of each workout.
For Abs pick 3 or 4 exercises from the FREAKY BIG
NATURALLY abdominal exercise list and perform them for 3 or 4
sets.
Put the concentration on the abs with constant tension and
absolutely no rest between reps. Keep reps between sets to only a
few seconds contract the muscles as hard as possible each rep.
Remember that to achieve the best results with abdominal training
concentrate on the quality of reps not quantity.
For Calves pick one or two exercises from the FREAKY BIG
NATURALLY calf training exercise list.
Perform all reps with a full stretch and full contraction and move
slowly through the range of motion. Contract hard at the top of the
exercise and repeat for 15-25 reps.
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Perform between 5 and 10 sets with very little rest in between sets.
Stretch the calves hard between sets.
Day 6 is significantly different than the other days as we are trying
to force as much blood into the muscles as possible to maximize
growth and recover.
This workout goes by quick and actually accelerates your recovery.
Once you have completed all four weeks, return to week one and
repeat the cycle.
You will continue the cycle through this routine three or four times
before moving on to either the five day Endless Growth program
or the six day Freaky Foundation training stage.
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WEEK 1 OF THE 5 DAY ROUTINE
FREAKY FOUNDATION
Exercise
Week 1 day1
Incline Barbell Press
Incline db press
Db flyes
Smith Machine Press Standing
Close grip bench
Tricep pushdowns
Week 1 day 2
Squats
Leg press
Lying leg curls
Week 1 day 3 rest
Week 1 day 4
Bent over Rows
Reverse grip pulldowns
Bent laterals (db down)
Straight bar seated cable rows
Cable Preacher Curls
Week 1 day 5
Leg Press
Leg Extension
Leg curls lying
Week 1 day 6
Machine rear laterals (giant
Seated side laterals
set
Upright rows
all 3)
Machine rows (superset with)
Pec deck machine
Overhead rope extension
Alt db curls (superset)

Sets

Reps

9
5
4
5
5
4

9
12,10,8,6,12
8-12
10,8,6,8,10
8-12
8-12

11
4
5

11
8-10
15-20

9
3
3
4
5

9
8-10
10-12
8-10
8-10

4
3
2

25,25,50,100
20-25
20

3-4
3-4
4-5

10-12
12-15
12-20
12-15
15-20
15-20
10-12
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DAY 1 CHEST, SHOULDERS AND TRICEPS
Week 1 day1
Incline Barbell Press
Incline db press
Db flyes
Smith Machine Press Standing
Close grip bench
Tricep pushdowns

9
5
4
5
5
4

9
12,10,8,6,12
8-12
10,8,6,8,10
8-12
8-12

Today’s workout is designed to overload the chest shoulders and
triceps. There is a cumulative effect of the total volume on sets, as
shoulders and triceps are heavily involved in the chest exercises.
The sequence of exercises is tailored to blast your muscles harder
than you ever trained them and force the body to recruit muscle
fibers it has never used before.
Always keep the weight the same on exercise that have a weight
constant e.g. 9sets of 9 reps on the incline barbell press. Your first
few sets should be moderately hard.
Many bodybuilders experience extreme soreness after these
routines so plan on some discomfort after the workouts.
Eventually, you will get used to the soreness, as your body adapts
to the increased training loads being placed upon it.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 2 LEGS
Week 1 day 2
Squats
Leg press
Lying leg curls

11
4
5

11
8-10
15-20

Be prepared for the shock of your life. The leg routine that we will
perform today is one of the most grueling workouts you can
imagine.
It is, however, necessary in order to get FREAKY BIG
NATURALLY. In time you will learn to love these workouts, but
for many, at first, it is a shock.
Take rests of several minutes between sets of squats. It is
important that you stay focused mentally on every set and keep the
weight the same throughout the entire eleven sets.
Although the workout is challenging, it produces unprecedented
growth. Many athletes feel nauseated due to the amount of blood
flow going to the body and then intensity of the workout.
Rest assured, this workout will get your whole body growing, so
get started and gut it out. Welcome to the big leagues.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 4 BACK AND BICEPS
Week 1 day 4
Bent over Rows
Reverse grip pulldowns
Bent laterals (db down)
Straight bar seated cable rows
Cable Preacher Curls

9
3
3
4
5

9
8-10
10-12
8-10
8-10

Back is the body part that is most consistently week in
bodybuilders. Most people do not even come close to performing
enough exercises and sets to create a massive, highly detailed back.
One of the reasons is that back training is hard, and the other
reason is because they use too much weight with poor form. Don’t
be a victim of this kind of ego lifting.
Determine now that you are going build yourself a powerful,
strong back that is admired by everyone. Concentrate deeply on
squeezing the back muscles hard on every rep and on taking every
rep through the full range of motion.
Today your biceps only receive a little bit of direct work because
today most of the work they receive comes from the tremendous
volume of back exercises.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 5 LEGS
Week 1 day 5
Leg Press
Leg Extension
Leg curls lying

4
3
2

25,25,50,100
20-25
20

In the second workout of the week for legs, we are concentrating
on high repetitions to work different fibers than we did on the first
leg session.
When performing reps in excess of 15 reps, sometimes, you have
to pause briefly to re-oxygenate your muscles with fresh oxygen.
Although you may begin the workout extremely sore, a few warm
ups will actually have you feeling better in no time. Pain from
lactic acid buildup is significantly different from injury pain.
Be sure to distinguish between them, so that you don’t hurt
yourself in training. Lactic acid pain is associated with a burning
sensation followed by a pump. Injury pain is usually sharp and
sudden.
If you ever feel a sharp pain, discontinue the workout immediately
and consult a physician to get your injury properly assessed.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 6 UPPER BODY
Week 1 day 6
Machine rear laterals (giant
Seated side laterals
set
Upright rows
all 3)
Machine rows (superset with)
Pec deck machine
Overhead rope extension
Alt db curls (superset)

3-4
3-4
4-5

10-12
12-15
12-20
12-15
15-20
15-20
10-12

Today we are working the entire upper body in the superset
fashion and giant set fashion.
Giant sets mean going between three exercises without rest to
maximize the pump in the body part being trained.
Chest and back, as well as biceps and triceps, are trained in the
superset style. Your entire upper body will be so pumped, you will
be shocked at how you look in the mirror.
Perform all exercises in a muscle grouping before moving on to the
next muscle grouping.
Although you move quickly from exercise to exercise, don’t hurry
through sets or lose mental focus.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 3 AND 7 REST DAYS
When you first start following freaky foundation training, you may
find that your body will be quite wiped out. This is normal and is
nothing to worry about.
Closely monitor energy levels, fatigue, muscle soreness, appetite in
your biofeedback. Be sure to drink plenty of filtered water to help
alleviate soreness.
Engage in non-physically demanding activities and stretch to
alleviate soreness.
In time your body will be able to handle the demands of FREAKY
BIG NATURALL training.
Be sure to get plenty of rest and sleep on your rest days and eat lots
of nutritious food as outlined in the nutrition chapters.
Your car cannot run on bad fuel, and neither can your body, so put
good food and your body will love you for it.
Put junk food in your body, and you will never make it through all
of the workouts.
The choice, as always, is yours. So rest, eat, grow and then get
ready for your next week.
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WEEK 2 OF 5 DAY ROUTINE
FREAKY FOUNDATION
Week 2 day 1
Incline db press
Incline barbell press
Db flyes
Standing press
Medium grip bench press
Dips
Week 2 day 2
Squats
Leg press
Leg curl seated
Week 2 day 3 rest
Week 3 day 4
Bent over rows
Reverse grip pulldowns
Seated cable rows
Bent over laterals (db down)
Machine preacher curls
Week 2 day 5
Leg press
Lying leg curl
Leg extension
Week 2 day 6
Bent over laterals (giant set)
Side laterals
Wide grip upright row
Pec deck machine (superset)
Db pullovers
Cable curls (super set)
Lying cable triceps extensions

7
5
4
5
4
3

7
7-11
10-12
5-7
7-9
7-11

9
5
5

9
9-11
10-15

7
4
4
3
5

7
7-11
9-13
10-15
2x10-12,2x12-15,
1x15-20

4
3
3

3x30-35,1x50+
25-30
25-30

3-4
3-4
3-4

10-12
10-12
12-20
15-20
10-15
10-15
10-15
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DAY 1 CHEST, SHOULDERS, TRICEPS
Week 2 day 1
Incline db press
Incline barbell press
Db flyes
Standing press
Medium grip bench press
Dips

7
5
4
5
4
3

7
7-11
10-12
5-7
7-9
7-11

Today we switch from barbells to dumbbells and drop the reps on
the weight constant exercise. Be sure to finish all reps over the
eyes to maximize chest contraction.
Today we also have added the standing press with a barbell. This
exercise is really tough, and it stimulates the entire body to grow.
Bodybuilders are often surprised at how different it feels from
traditional shoulder pressing while seated. On the last few reps of
each set, you can use a little push from the legs to get the bar
moving.
Many of the old time strongmen performed this exercise regularly,
as it contributes to more real world strength.
Many athletes who require explosive strength in the upper body
use this exercise to maximize upper body strength and coordination.
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DAY 2 LEGS
Week 2 day 2
Squats
Leg press
Leg curl seated

9
5
5

9
9-11
10-15

It’s back to the Racks again today with lots more squatting.
Be sure to warm-up thoroughly to get the blood pumping in the
legs and the mind ready for some intense training.
Although you are going heavier today, do not sacrifice technique
for weight. Perform every rep with absolute perfect form.
Keep in mind that the leg press is also performed in this explosive
lifting format.
The weight selection should always be set at a weight that makes it
difficult to move the weight fast even though mentally you are
trying to accelerate it.
With the leg curl a smooth rep cadence is preferred over explosive
lifting.
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DAY 4 BACK, REAR DELTS AND BICEPS
Week 3 day 4
Bent over rows
Reverse grip pulldowns
Seated cable rows
Bent over laterals (db down)
Machine preacher curls

7
4
4
3
5

7
7-11
9-13
10-15
2x10-12,2x12-15,
1x15-20

Every time I work back especially when I perform rows, I think of
the galley slaves in old roman ships. I am sure some of those guys
had some great backs from all of the rowing.
Point is rowing is hard, uncomfortable, and extremely taxing. For
those of you who go through the pain and physical demands that
heavy rowing require, you will be rewarded with a huge, thickly
muscled, barn door back. So row well and grow well.
Today we have included rear delts in your workout. Perform the
exercise with dumbbell head pointing at the floor and the arm
straight.
This minimizes the tendency to bend the arms, which should be
straight through the movement.
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DAY 5 LEGS
Week 2 day 5
Leg press
Lying leg curl
Leg extension

4
3
3

3x30-35,1x50+
25-30
25-30

By now you can understand the incredible benefits of training legs
in the high rep style. Really push hard on every set to extend the
set further.
It helps to play mental games with yourself to get more reps out.
Refer to last time you perform the exercise and get more reps than
before.
By always beating the last workouts performance even by a little,
you are making great strides in you training.
Leg training results in the most overall gains in muscle mass and is
really what sets apart the serious bodybuilders. High rep training
is a mental challenge that can push you further in all other
workouts and in life itself.
Promise to yourself to always beat last week’s workout and to go
beyond what you think is possible. THINK BIG.
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DAY 6 UPPER BODY
Week 2 day 6
Bent over laterals (giant set)
3-4
Side laterals
Wide grip upright row
3-4
Pec deck machine (superset)
Db pullovers
3-4
Cable curls (super set)
Lying cable triceps extensions

10-12
10-12
12-20
15-20
10-15
10-15
10-15

Here is another blazing upper body workout to finish the week off.
When super setting or giant setting, move as quickly as possible
between exercises. Make sure you have your equipment, exercises
and weights conveniently placed so as little rest as possible is
taken between exercises.
After finishing one round, breathe deeply to get the heart rate down
and get back at the workout. Try to keep conversations and delays
to a minimum. Save all the chit chat for after the workout.
Soon the people in your gym we learn that you are serious about
getting FREAKY BIG NATURALLY. After the workout take
time to enjoy the company of your fellow gym members. I am
sure they will have lots of questions, as you continually get bigger
and bigger.
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DAY 3 AND 7 REST DAYS
On your rest days this week I want you to consider the importance
of breathing. We are constantly breathing in order to oxygenate
our bodies and to take away waste products.
Take time to practice deep breathing preferably outdoors. Practice
this breathing exercise of triple breathing.
Inhale the breath for a count of eight, then hold the breath for 8,
then exhale for a count of eight. Repeat this routine for 10 to 12
times.
When that becomes easy move the breathing counts up and till you
can perform a 20, 20, 20 sequence. Deeply inhale through the
nostrils and mouth and exhale the same way.
Notice the calming effect this has on the body. Feel how clear and
alert you become. Every time you feel tired practice a few deep
breaths or complete the whole routine see and feel the difference.
Modern day living has made many of us to forget the power of
deep breathing.
Breathing deeply, especially fresh air, makes for a healthy body
and contributes to more muscle growth, and a clearer, calmer
mind. Just breathe.
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WEEK 3 OF 5 DAY ROUTINE
FREAKY FOUNDATION
Week 3 day 1
Incline Barbell press
Incline db press
Seated side laterals
Hammer shoulder press
Low pulley rope tri extensions
Overhead rope extensions
Week 3 day 2
Squats
Leg press
Single leg curl
Lying leg curl
Week 3 day 3 rest
Week 3 day 4
Supported bent rows
One arm seated rows
Behind neck pulldown
Bent over lateral laterals
Cable preacher curl
Week 3 day 5
Leg press
Leg extensions
Week 3 day 6
Seated side laterals (giant set)
Rear delt machine
Shoulder press machine (super
Pulldowns reverse grip set)
Two arm cable front raise
Cable curls (superset)
Alt hammer curls
Week 3 day 7 rest

5
4
5
3
3-4
3-4

5
7-9
1x15,1x12,3x8-10
7-11
7-11
10-15

6
3-4
3
3

5
7-11
7-11
10-15

4
3
3-4
4
5

7-11
7-9
10-15
10-15
1x15,1x12,3x7-11

5
4

25-35
15-25

3
3
3

10-15
15-20
7-11
7-11
10-15
10-15
9-11
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DAY 1 CHEST, SHOULDERS, TRICEPS
Week 3 day 1
Incline Barbell press
Incline db press
Seated side laterals
Hammer shoulder press
Low pulley rope tri extensions
Overhead rope extensions

5
4
5
3
3-4
3-4

5
7-9
1x15,1x12,3x8-10
7-11
7-11
10-15

In week 3 you will require a few more warm-up sets as the rep
range is lower. The heavier sets require a different mindset than
high rep training.
You must channel as much explosive power to accelerate the
weights. Lactic acid is usually not the factor in stopping
contractions; you simply are not able to activate enough fibers.
With regular training this will improve, so that you not only get
bigger you get stronger as well. Many bodybuilders get sloppy in
their form when the weight gets heavy.
Make sure you are not one of them. Heavy is a relative term.
Strength is determined as much by leverage factors, insertion
points of muscles and limb length than anything else.
NEVER compare yourself to others, but handle as much weight as
you can with perfect form.
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DAY 2 LEGS
Week 3 day 2
Squats
Leg press
Single leg curl
Lying leg curl

6
3-4
3
3

5
7-11
7-11
10-15

Once again, with the lower reps be sure to use several warm-ups
before getting to the weight constant work sets. Lower rep training
can be quite fun, and most bodybuilders enjoy it more than the
burn felt in higher rep training.
Rests between sets tend to be a little longer to regain strength as
opposed to recovering from oxygen debt. Pay attention to these
details and be sure to include every little thing that you notice.
By keeping records you create a whole history of Biofeedback,
which helps you tune into even the tiniest changes in your body.
All champions have an incredible awareness of the effect of
everything that their body becomes influenced by like sleep,
nutrition, supplements, environment, everything.
Start to become aware of these things now to accelerate your
training progress.
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DAY 4 BACK, REAR DELTS, BICEPS
Week 3 day 4
Supported bent rows
One arm seated rows
Behind neck pulldown
Bent over lateral laterals
Cable preacher curl

4
3
3-4
4
5

7-11
7-9
10-15
10-15
1x15,1x12,3x7-11

This week the volume is down on back work due to the volume
and intensity of the other weeks. This of course means you must
get the most out of every single set and demand even more of
yourself.
You may be surprised at how strong and energized you feel. Keep
the muscles working through the whole range of motion on every
exercise.
“Put the mind where the muscle is” - a saying I have, and what it
means is to think about the muscles you are training. Concentrate
on contracting only those muscles and feel each exercise.
If you cannot feel the weight you are training to light, to heavy, or
your mind is not focused enough on what your are doing.
When you can train the mind harder than the body, the growth of
your muscles will skyrocket.
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DAY 5 LEGS
Week 3 day 5
Leg press
Leg extensions

5
4

25-35
15-25

Today we will be contracting the legs as hard as possible on every
rep of ever set. Be sure to breathe deeply to alleviate fatigue in the
high rep sets.
You will get an incredible pump in your legs from this kind of
training. At the end of your workout, spend and extra 15 minutes
or so stretching the muscles when they are fully pumped. Not only
does this reduce lactic acid build up it aids recovery.
Stretching releases euphoria producing chemicals called
endorphins in your brain that create a natural high especially after
the satisfaction on an intense workout. These endorphins help
buffer pain produced from super intense training.
Stretching also contributes to separation in muscles and the ability
to go through a larger range of motion. This facilitates a stronger
muscular contraction in the target muscle, which leads to increased
growth.
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DAY 6 UPPER BODY
Week 3 day 6
Seated side laterals (giant set)
3
Rear delt machine
Shoulder press machine
Pulldowns reverse grip (super 3
Two arm cable front raise set)
3
Cable curls (superset)
Alt hammer curls

10-15
15-20
7-11
7-11
10-15
10-15
9-11

Lots of deltoid work today, as we work hard on creating the Xshape that is so desired in bodybuilding. Very rarely will you see a
bodybuilder with to big of shoulders.
Shoulders make the waist look smaller and give width to the body.
Unfortunately, most bodybuilders have overdeveloped front
deltoids, which make the chest look smaller and contribute to the
rounder shoulder monkey look.
Overdeveloped front deltoids contribute to bad posture, pain in the
shoulder blades due to muscle spasm, which can eventually lead to
rotator cuff problems.
Be sure to concentrate plenty of attention and mental focus to
proper rear deltoid training, as this creates a much more refined
physique.
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DAY 3 AND 7 REST DAYS
Visualization should be a part of your training regimen, especially
on rest days. Take time out of every day, particularly, when you
wake up in the morning and when you just before you go to bed at
night.
Calm the mind through the breathing techniques as taught earlier.
See yourself as what you want to become. Your subconscious
mind cannot tell the difference from physical reality and
imagination.
By constantly visualization your body growing, you begin to
harness the unlimited potential of the mind. Arnold applied
visualization techniques to super accelerate his training progress.
He got so good at visualization, he could pump his muscles
without training. He then used these techniques to become a
successful businessman, actor, and politician.
Arnold represents the best example of how bodybuilding can
contribute to success in other areas of life. Be sure to make
visualization a part of your rest days and training days.
One day you will wake up, and you will have become your dream.
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WEEK 4 OF 5 DAY ROUTINE
FREAKY FOUNDATION
Week 4 day 1
Incline Barbell press
Incline db press
Seated side laterals
Rear delt machine
Medium grip bench
Week 4 day 2
Squats
Leg press
Lying leg curls
Week 4 day 3 rest
Week 4 day 4
Bent over rows
Reverse grip pulldowns
Seated cable rows
Db preacher curls 2 arms
Machine preacher curls
Week 4 day 5
Leg curls lying
Leg press
Leg extension
Week 4 day 6
Bent over supported rows
Pulldowns to front
Machine chest press
Pec deck flyes
Upright cable rows
Lying triceps extensions
Machine triceps extensions
Week 4 day 7 rest

5
3
4
3
5

4
5-7
10-15
7-11
1x11,9,7,5,11+

5
3-4
6

5
10-15
2x10-12,2x7-9,
2x13-15

6
3-4
3-4
3-4
3-4

6
7-11
9-12
7-11
10-15

3
4
4

15-20
20-25
10-20

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

10-15
12-15
9-12
11-15
11-15
11-15
11-15
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DAY 1 CHEST, SHOULDERS, TRICEPS
Week 4 day 1
Incline Barbell press
Incline db press
Seated side laterals
Rear delt machine
Medium grip bench

5
3
4
3
5

4
5-7
10-15
7-11
1x11,9,7,5,11+

We are now at the final week of the four week rotation. This week
the reps are the lowest, and weights are the heaviest, before
returning back to higher rep training.
The importance of cycling reps, sets, and volume can be a
complicated process to the novice, intermediate and the advanced
trainer.
You must understand the importance of training cycles in order to
develop your physique to the max. FREAKY BIG NATURALLY
takes the guess work away, so you can continually progress.
Getting the proper coaching is off paramount importance yet, so
many bodybuilders fail to see the importance of proper guidance.
Those bodybuilders who do have proper coaching always out
perform those who don’t have guidance.
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DAY 2 LEGS
Week 4 day 2
Squats
Leg press
Lying leg curls

5
3-4
6

5
10-15
2x10-12,2x7-9,
2x13-15

Discipline is the key to success in building a great physique. There
are many aspects to discipline, but, really, it means being
accountable to your self.
Most people rationalize their failures because they feel that they
are not responsible for their lives. The first step to becoming a
person of discipline is taking accountability for yourself and your
actions.
By honoring yourself in such a way, you start to develop a strong
will. This will enables you to give your best every workout.
You must never skip meals, and you must complete every workout
with zest and vigor.
Eventually, this becomes you natural state of being, and discipline
becomes your natural state of being. Every champion develops a
superman like will through self discipline.
Vow to master yourself and follow through on all of your goals.
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DAY 4 BACK AND BICEPS
Week 4 day 4
Bent over rows
Reverse grip pulldowns
Seated cable rows
Db preacher curls 2 arms
Machine preacher curls

6
3-4
3-4
3-4
3-4

6
7-11
9-12
7-11
10-15

Since we hammered shoulders extra hard this week, there is no rear
deltoid work to day. Back to bent over rows for a super intense
workout.
You will notice that you have options for how many sets you do on
a lot of exercise. Gage this by how intense you train and overall
body fatigue.
Don’t let your mind play tricks on you though. Sometimes the
mind will tell you that you are tired because, really, you are being
lazy.
Record in your journal the thoughts that go through your head
before each set or near the end of your workout. When you train,
you should only think about training nothing else.
Once finished with training leave the gym there and move on to
other things. Be in the Now, and you will always stay fresh and
focused in every aspect of your life.
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DAY 5 LEGS
Week 4 day 5
Leg curls lying
Leg press
Leg extension

3
4
4

15-20
20-25
10-20

Few bodybuilders have what it takes to really pound the legs week
in, week out. Legs are by far the most challenging body part to
train.
You must rise to the challenge each and every workout and see it
as an opportunity to test your will. Read about insane leg
workouts performed by the greats when you feel dread of training
legs.
Review all the positive reasons to train you legs before every
workout. By training the legs with absolute commitment, you will
stimulate growth through the whole body.
Legs help every single muscle in your body to grow. Big legs
represent the pinnacle in hard core bodybuilding training.
Interestingly enough, I constantly hear people snicker about guys
with great upper bodies and poor legs. Don’t be the person that
everyone laughs at. Be the one they admire.
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DAY 5 UPPER BODY
Week 4 day 6
Bent over supported rows
Pulldowns to front
Machine chest press
Pec deck flyes
Upright cable rows
Lying triceps extensions
Machine triceps extensions

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

10-15
12-15
9-12
11-15
11-15
11-15
11-15

No super setting or giant sets today, just straight set by set training.
Move through the workout at a brisk pace to receive a total body
pump.
Hit some poses during your workout and after your workout to see
the changes that you have made in your physique. Posing helps
bring out extra details in the physique and shows any weakness
that you need to work on.
Rely on the mirror not the tape measure or the praise, or criticism
of others. Take pictures of yourself from all sides once every 2
weeks and no less than once a month.
Study the photos to see your progression and keep them with your
bodybuilding file to chart your progress.
Pictures combined with your bodybuilding journal allow you to
really determine what is working with your body.
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DAY 3 AND 7 REST DAYS
Take a vacation at least once a month on one of your rest days. No
phone, no interruptions, no distractions.
If possible, go somewhere that you have never been before. Even
if it just a short distance from your home. Get lost in the world.
Spend the day with yourself in contemplation.
By taking these types of mini- vacations, you will be amazed how
much you can re-energize the mind and body. We have forgotten
how reachable we have become through modern technology.
Learn to enjoy the freedom of being alone.
Most of the things that we think have to be done today can wait
one more day. Think about it, one day you will eventually die and
all your important appointments will be cancelled. You deserve to
take at least one day a month.
I prefer to take one day a week where I let everything go. It made
me far more productive during the rest of the week, and my
bodybuilding results improved by taking the mental breaks.
Enjoy life. Natural Bodybuilding is about building the total person
without sacrificing anything. Be sure to nurture your soul, and you
will discover how your soul will nurture your body.
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Chapter 14
The 6 Day Freaky Foundation Routine
The 6 day freaky foundation routine is not for the faint of heart and
should not be performed by anybody who has not completed the 5
day freaky foundation routine. Ideally, you would complete the 5
day rest one week, and then embark on the 6 day routine. At that
point you would be ready for one of the Endless Growth Phase
routines to pack on some astonishing size.
The six day routine is one of the most challenging routines created
and should not be continued for more than 16 weeks. Most
trainees can only handle about 12 weeks before the nervous system
becomes too trashed. Use your biofeedback to determine how long
you should stay on the routine and consult the Freaky Big Insiders
Club for expert evaluation www.freakyinsider.com.
Remember to follow each and every detail of the program to the
letter and train with maximum intensity. Because of the intensity
of this routine and the total system overload, it is not recommended
that you perform any direct training for calves or abs, as they will
be taxed indirectly from the workloads in the program.
Calves and abs will be trained directly in the Endless Growth
Phase of the program, which is to be performed after completing
the 6 day Freaky Foundation phase.
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WEEK 1 OF 6 DAY ROUTINE
FREAKY FOUNDATION
Day 1 Week 1
Squats
Lunges
Single leg curl
Leg extensions
Day 2
Barbell incline press
Bench press
Db flyes
Pulldowns to front
One arm db rows
Seated supported rows
Day 3
Shoulder press mach
Side lateral raises
Rear delt machine
Day 4
Leg Press
Lying leg curl
Stiff legged deadlift
Day 5
Pec deck flyes
Machine bench press
Rev. grip pulldown
Seated Machine row
Upright row
Side lateral machine
Front db raises
Day 6
Seated alt db curls
Barbell curls
Preacher curls mach
Tricep pressdown
One arm db ext.
Machine tri ext.
Day 7 Rest

12
4
4
5

12
8-10
8-12
15-25

6
4
4
8
4
4
8
4
4

6
8-10
8-10
8
8-10
10-12
8
10-12
10-12

6
4
4

30
15-20
12-15

4
4
4
4
3
3
3

15-20
8-12
12-15
8-10
8-12
8-12
8-12

4
4
4
4
4
4

5-7
8-12
12-15
12-15
8-12
12-15
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DAY 1 LEGS
Day 1 Week 1
Squats
Lunges
Single leg curl
Leg extensions

12
4
4
5

12
8-10
8-12
15-25

No surprises here, as you start the week of with legs. This will be
the most challenging day of the week, so best to train when you are
the freshest.
Remember that every set while doing weight constants must be the
same weight, so start at about 70 percent of you normal weight for
your working sets. If you are training with perfect form, this gets
real tough real fast.
Sometimes athletes will experience cramping on this day, so be
sure to hydrate yourself well before and during training.
Keep you legs and body warm and try to walk around between sets
if you can to avoid cramps.
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DAY 2 CHEST AND BACK
Day 2
Barbell incline press
Bench press
Db flyes
Pulldowns to front
One arm db rows
Seated supported rows

6
4
4
8
4
4

6
8-10
8-10
8
8-10
10-12

Training chest and back in this manner will result is some
tremendous pumps.
Although the reps are on the low side for chest, do not sacrifice
form for weight. Don’t make the mistake of lifting weights instead
of working muscles.
While performing back exercises, you may find it beneficial to use
straps to assist you when holding the weights. Feel free to use
them if you feel your back working harder or if you have trouble
holding onto the bar.
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DAY 3 SHOULDERS
Day 3
Shoulder press mach
Side lateral raises
Rear delt machine

8
4
4

8
10-12
10-12

Shoulders are now worked on their own as we are looking to
maximize the shoulder to waist ratio to improve your V-shape.
I have yet to see a bodybuilder with two wide of shoulders so work
hard to improve yours.
Avoid cheating on any exercise and concentrate on using deltoid
power to lift the weights, not triceps.
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DAY 4 LEGS
Day 4
Leg Press
Lying leg curl
Stiff legged deadlift

6
4
4

30
15-20
12-15

Today’s workout we select exercises that will emphasize
hamstrings.
Stiff legged deadlifts can be performed on a bench or high block
for maximum stretch of the hamstrings.
When performing these deadlifts, concentrate on lifting the weight
with the hamstrings not the back.
Use a moderate weight so that you “feel” the hamstrings. Since we
pre-fatigued them, you should feel them easily. Work hard and
grow some big hams.
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DAY 5 CHEST, BACK, SHOULDERS
Day 5
Pec deck flyes
Machine bench press
Rev. grip pulldown
Seated Machine row
Upright row
Side lateral machine
Front db raises

4
4
4
4
3
3
3

15-20
8-12
12-15
8-10
8-12
8-12
8-12

You will train the whole upper body in this workout. It looks
simple but you will really feel the burn today.
You may be very sore at the start of this workout. By training
today, you will actually alleviate some of the soreness, you are
experiencing from the first body part workout.
Stretching after this workout also increases the flushing effect of
the workout on the muscles improving training results and
alleviating soreness.
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DAY 6 ARMS
Day 6
Seated alt db curls
Barbell curls
Preacher curls mach
Tricep pressdown
One arm db ext.
Machine tri ext.

4
4
4
4
4
4

5-7
8-12
12-15
12-15
8-12
12-15

Today’s workout is probably the most enjoyable as just about
everybody loves to train arms.
Because of the volume of sets in chest, back and shoulder training
you only need to hit the arms once for maximum growth.
Full movements are critical to maximum growth, don’t follow
others and cheat the weights up short changing your muscle gains.
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DAY 7 REST DAY
Finally you have reached the first rest day of the program. This is
a day you want to keep your activity level to an absolute minimum.
Be sure to have a massage, stretch and eat plenty of nutritious food
with loads of water.
You may be extremely sore from the training performed this week.
Epson salt baths can alleviate some of the soreness experienced
have a warm bath with loads of Epson salts on your rest days.
Remember that in order to get Freaky Big Muscles, you have to
work harder and smarter than every one else. Don’t let a little
soreness rob you of the muscle you deserve.
Take time on your rest day to study. Learn everything you can
about the body and the mind. Rather than reading fiction books
and magazines. Read how to books, and self help books.
Although you are not training today, that doesn’t mean that you are
not working on your goals. Perform all the little things to make
your week easier like shopping, preparing food and reviewing your
workouts.
Take time to connect with some spiritual books as well. By
developing the inner body, you will be far better equipped to build
and appreciate the outer body. You will be surprised how this can
transform your body and your life.
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WEEK 2 OF 6 DAY ROUTINE
FREAKY FOUNDATION
Day 1 Week 2
Squats
Leg press
Leg extensions
Hack squats
Day 2
Dumbbell incline press
Incline Bench press
Pec deck flyes
Bent rows
Pulldowns to front
Seated cable rows
Day 3
Side lateral raises
Rear delt machine
Smith machine press
Day 4
Lying leg curl
Seated leg curl
Single leg press
Day 5
Incline hammer press
Cable crossovers
Behind neck pulldown
Pullover machine
Front db raises
Side lateral machine
Wide grip upright row
Day 6
Overhead rope ext
Lying triceps extension
Tricep pressdowns
Concentration curls
Preacher curls mach
Cable curls
Day 7 Rest

9
4
4
3

9
8-10
8-12
12-15

5
4
4
8
4
4

5
8-10
8-10
8
10-12
12-15

2,2,2
4
4

8-10, 10-12, 12-15
12-15
10-12

5
4
4

10-20
12-15
12-15

4
4
4
4
4
3
3

8-12
15-20
8-12
12-15
8-10
15-20
12-15

4
4
4
4
4
4

15-20
8-12
12-15
12-15
12-15
12-15
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DAY 1 LEGS
Day 1 Week 2
Squats
Leg press
Leg extensions
Hack squats

9
4
4
3

9
8-10
8-12
12-15

Warm ups before working sets. You will probably need at least 2
or 3 warm ups before your working sets of squats
This helps you to get the connective tissue warm, and your mind
focused to perform some serious lifting.
Don’t mindlessly bounce through warms ups, but concentrate on
form, so that when you get to the working sets, you automatically
execute the reps flawlessly.
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DAY 3 CHEST AND BACK
Day 2
Dumbbell incline press
Incline Bench press
Pec deck flyes
Bent rows
Pulldowns to front
Seated cable rows

5
4
4
8
4
4

5
8-10
8-10
8
10-12
12-15

Dumbbells allow for a fuller range of motion and a stronger stretch
on the target muscle group.
Do not let your ego get in the way of growing. Fully lower the
dumbbells to the stretched position of the movement. If you
cannot do this properly, lower the weight.
For bent over rows squeeze the shoulder blades together on every
rep. You won’t use as much weight, but you will build a better
back because of your concentration.
On cable rows throw the chest out as you squeeze the back muscles
to maximize contraction of your back muscles.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 3 SHOULDERS
Day 3
Side lateral raises
Rear delt machine
Smith machine press

2,2,2
4
4

8-10, 10-12, 12-15
12-15
10-12

You start with side laterals today to really work the medial or side
part of the shoulder muscle group.
Side deltoids are most responsible for widening the shoulders. By
putting on one inch of muscle on your shoulder width, you
dramatically change your V-shape appearance.
Avoid the tendency to cheat on side laterals. Sit on a flat bench
and lean slightly forward to maximize side deltoid activation.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 5 LEGS
Day 4
Lying leg curl
Seated leg curl
Single leg press

5
4
4

10-20
12-15
12-15

Back to legs today and hamstring work is the focus.
Most bodybuilders have weak hamstrings because they do not train
them with the same intensity as quads. Don’t make that mistake in
your training.
While you perform the single leg press, be sure to move the weight
quickly through the movement.
Place your foot almost in the middle of the foot plate for maximum
results while on the single leg press.
You will discover how tough this exercise really is, and you will
not require much weight.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 5 CHEST, BACK AND SHOULDERS
Day 5
Incline hammer press
Cable crossovers
Behind neck pulldown
Pullover machine
Front db raises
Side lateral machine
Wide grip upright row

4
4
4
4
4
3
3

8-12
15-20
8-12
12-15
8-10
15-20
12-15

Today we will superset the exercises for maximum blood flow
between the muscles.
This is called the push-pull method of training that was very
popular with Arnold for producing phenomenal pumps.
This workout is to be performed with a very quick tempo. Keep
rest periods short.
The quick tempo takes some getting use to, so you will have to
reduce your weights at first. Soon you will get used to the pace,
and you will be able to handle heavier weights with less rest.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 6 ARMS
Day 6
Overhead rope ext
Lying triceps extension
Tricep pressdowns
Concentration curls
Preacher curls mach
Cable curls

4
4
4
4
4
4

15-20
8-12
12-15
12-15
12-15
12-15

You start with triceps today instead of biceps. Mixing training like
this provides you a mental shift in training.
Notice the difference in training triceps first and record the results
in your biofeedback to compare other workout.
It is important to be aware of the smallest differences when
training so that you “tune in” to your body.
Recording biofeedback is the best way to become aware of your
body’s messages and become self aware.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 7 REST DAY
Congratulations you have finished the first two weeks of one of the
toughest training routines you can perform. Enjoy your day of to
rest and relax.
If you are training as hard as possible, you are probably
experiencing more fatigue than you’re used too. That is exactly
what should be going on as your body is forced to increase its
capacity for training.
Sleep extra hours today and review the recovery and super
compensation sections in the training manual, and employ some of
the techniques to help you recover. In time you will experience
less fatigue allowing for bigger muscle gains.
Never be satisfied with what you are currently capable of
performing during your workouts. To build big muscles attack the
gym and then recover. This is how you continuously improve.
I highly recommend engaging in meditation on the rest days. This
ancient mind body technique will transform your life and will help
you recover more than any other modality. At first you may find
meditation difficult, but with practice you will see the benefits.
More and more of high performance athletes are using meditation
to handle the stress of high intensity training and lifestyles of
today.
I predict that in the very near future all athletes will use meditation
for improving sports performance.
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WEEK 3 OF 6 DAY ROUTINE
FREAKY BIG FOUNDATION
Day 1 Week 3
Squats
Leg press
lunge
lying leg curls
Day 2
Barbell incline press
Flat Bench press
Db flyes
Db bench press
Bent rows
Supported bent rows
Close grip pulldowns
Day 3
Bent over raises
Seated side lateral raises
Standing barbell press
Day 4
Leg press
Leg extension
Seated leg curl
Day 5
Seated machine press
Pec deck flyes
Pulldown to front
Db pullovers
Rear delt machine
One arm cable laterals
Machine shoulder press
Day 6
Overhead rope ext
Lying triceps extension
Tricep pressdowns
Concentration curls
Preacher curls mach
Cable curls
Day 7 Rest

7
4
4
4

7
8-10
8-12
12-15

4
4
4
3
6
4
4

4
8-10
8-10
10-12
6
10-12
12-15

2,2,2
4
4

8-10, 10-12, 12-15
12-15
10-12

5
3
3

20-30
15-25
15-20

4
4
4
4
4
3
3

8-12
15-20
8-12
12-15
8-10
15-20
12-15

4
4
4
4
4
4

15-20
8-12
12-15
12-15
12-15
12-15
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DAY 1 LEGS
Day 1 Week 3
Squats
Leg press
lunge
lying leg curls

7
4
4
4

7
8-10
8-12
12-15

Take a few extra warm ups today when getting ready for your
working sets on the squats. The lower reps mean higher weight, so
it takes a few more warm ups to get to the working sets.
While performing the lunges, make sure to push from heals as
opposed to the toes to maximize leg work.
Be sure not to drag your foot when returning to the standing
position on the lunge. When you tire, this becomes as much
mental as physical.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 2 CHEST AND BACK
Day 2
Barbell incline press
Flat Bench press
Db flyes
Db bench press
Bent rows
Supported bent rows
Close grip pulldowns

4
4
4
3
6
4
4

4
8-10
8-10
10-12
6
10-12
12-15

Today you are going very heavy on the barbell incline press, so be
sure to have a spotter watch you closely.
On Bent rows be sure that you don’t use so much weight that you
can’t feel your back. This is the biggest mistake I see people make
when training back.
Keep from swinging or slinging the weight when performing
pulldowns. Arch your back; don’t lean back with your weight to
move the bar.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 3 SHOULDERS
Day 3
Bent over raises
2,2,2
Seated side lateral raises 4
Standing barbell press
4

8-10, 10-12, 12-15
12-15
10-12

Keep your arms completely straight when performing bent over
raise with the dumbbells.
Most bodybuilders bend their elbows, so that they can use more
weight. This, however, reduces the stress on the rear deltoids.
Rear deltoids are the most under developed body part in
bodybuilding, mostly due to incorrect form.
Vow to always use the best form regardless of the weight selected.
In time you will be glad you did, as you will have big round
deltoids from all angles.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 4 LEGS
Day 4
Leg press
Leg extension
Seated leg curl

5
3
3

20-30
15-25
15-20

Today’s leg workout places the emphasis on the quads.
Concentrate on contracting the quads as hard as possible on the leg
press and the leg extensions.
Contracting hard requires extraordinary discipline, especially in the
high rep training.
If you tire during high reps, pause briefly at the lockout position
and exhale hard several times while inhaling deeply to get more
oxygen in your lungs and body. Then continue on, repeat as
necessary until you reach the total reps required.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 5 CHEST, BACK, AND SHOULDERS
Day 5
Seated machine press
Pec deck flyes
Pulldown to front
Db pullovers
Rear delt machine
One arm cable laterals
Machine shoulder press

4
4
4
4
4
3
3

8-12
15-20
8-12
12-15
8-10
15-20
12-15

Straight sets today but continue to keep the pace up to maximize
blood flow and the pump.
Cable work allows you to work a greater range of motion and each
arm individually for maximum development.
When performing the db pullovers, be sure to inhale deeply to
expand the chest and work the serratus muscles hard.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 6 TRICEPS AND BICEPS
Day 6
Overhead rope ext
Lying triceps extension
Tricep pressdowns
Concentration curls
Preacher curls mach
Cable curls

4
4
4
4
4
4

15-20
8-12
12-15
12-15
12-15
12-15

Building big guns requires extreme concentration and perfect form
in all exercises.
Don’t worry about how much you lift concern yourself with
maximum muscular contraction.
With arms always keep constant tension on the muscle you are
training. If you can’t keep constant tension, the weight is too
heavy or too light.
Be sure to stretch the triceps hard after completing the triceps
exercises to maximize the blood flow to the muscle.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 7 REST DAY
Take time on your rest day to review your training journal. You
should be in the habit of reporting all your moods and feelings as
well as energy levels, mental focus, hunger, etc.
By reviewing your journal every couple of weeks you can start to
recognize patterns in your workouts and your life. Make notes
about these patterns.
You will find that many of the things that get you off track in
pursuit of your bodybuilding goals are preventable. Every month
pick one aspect of your training or dieting to improve on and make
it your goal to correct this aspect of your program.
Write the goal on the top of every workout day, so that you
become conscious of what you are trying to achieve. Soon this,
too, will become a habit.
By taking action to improve yourself, you will rapidly eliminate
the causes of failure. Be for you know it, you build up unstoppable
momentum in your training and in life.
Also do not judge yourself. By simply observing your actions,
positive and negative equally, you allow yourself to make logical
and productive corrections to improve yourself. This also helps
you avoid the negative mindset that plagues so many athletes.
Think like a champion. Never put yourself or others down and do
not make negative assessments of yourself. Break free from
mediocrity and you will travel the road to greatness!
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WEEK 4 OF 6 DAY ROUTINE
FREAKY BIG FOUNDATION
Day 1 Week 4
Squats
Leg press
Leg extension
lying leg curls
seated leg curls
Day 2
Dumbbell incline press
Flat Bench press
Db flyes
Bent rows
Supported seated rows
Pulldowns to front
Day 3
Hammer shoulder press
Bent over lateral raises
Wide grip upright row
Day 4
Leg press
Leg extension
Lying leg curl
Day 5
Incline press machine
Cable crossovers
Reverse grip pulldown
Machine pullovers
Front db raises
Side lateral machine
Rear delt machine
Day 6
Overhead rope ext
Lying triceps extension
Tricep pressdowns
Concentration curls
Preacher curls mach
Cable curls
Day 7 Rest

5
4
4
4
3

5
8-10
8-12
10-12
12-15

2,2,2
4
3
5
4
4

4-6, 6-8, 8-10
10-12
12-15
5
8-10
12-15

2,2,2
4
4

8-10, 10-12, 12-15
12-15
8-10

3
3
3

25-35
15-25
10-20

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

8-12
15-20
8-12
12-15
8-10
12-15
15-20

4
4
4
4
4
4

15-20
8-12
12-15
12-15
12-15
12-15
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DAY 1 LEGS
Day 1 Week 4
Squats
Leg press
Leg extension
lying leg curls
seated leg curls

5
4
4
4
3

5
8-10
8-12
10-12
12-15

Low rep training today on the squats means you need to focus the
utmost energy to exploding out of the bottom of the movement.
Even if the bar is traveling slowly, keep trying to accelerate this
through out the movement. If you do this, your legs will explode
with growth.
Legs require real mental strength to push yourself to their limit.
Your mind will try to make you fail by saying you can’t do it.
Don’t let your mind run wild, demand your body to work for you,
and it will respond to the tasks you give it.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 2 CHEST AND BACK
Day 2
Dumbbell incline press
Flat Bench press
Db flyes
Bent rows
Supported seated rows
Pulldowns to front

2,2,2
4
3
5
4
4

4-6, 6-8, 8-10
10-12
12-15
5
8-10
12-15

Over the eyes for benches and flyes will guarantee you maximize
your chest contractions.
Pull you arms across the body while pressing the weight and see
the difference this mental shift affects your training.
The bent over rows are heavy today, so be sure to warm up
thoroughly and use weights that you can handle.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 3 SHOULDERS
Day 3
Hammer shoulder press
Bent over lateral raises
Wide grip upright row

2,2,2
4
4

8-10, 10-12, 12-15
12-15
8-10

While you perform your shoulder presses on the Hammer Strength
machine, be sure to take a wide enough grip that you work your
deltoids not your triceps.
Adjust the seat on the machine, so that you get a full stretch on the
deltoids at the bottom of the movement. You use less weight, but
the results are better.
Wide grip upright rows transfer the stress from the traps to the
medial deltoids resulting in wider shoulders. This is a Vince
Gironda favorite that really packs on the mass.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 4 LEGS
Day 4
Leg press
Leg extension
Lying leg curl

3
3
3

25-35
15-25
10-20

By now you will appreciate the effects of high rep leg training.
High rep leg training really separates the good bodybuilders from
the great bodybuilders. It also builds mental toughness and self
discipline to overcome the lactic acid burn that accompanies this
kind of work
Stick with it and continue to produce incredible results.
Remember that you can always push a couple more reps than you
think
Where the mind goes the body must follow.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 5 CHEST, BACK, SHOULDERS
Day 5
Incline press machine
Cable crossovers
Reverse grip pulldown
Machine pullovers
Front db raises
Side lateral machine
Rear delt machine

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

8-12
15-20
8-12
12-15
8-10
12-15
15-20

You will perform lots of sets and reps today to completely flush
the upper torso with blood. This results in a terrific total upper
body pump.
With high reps some bodybuilders let their minds wonder thus
negating the effects of the set. Don’t do this.
Demand the most out of yourself, and get in the right head space
before training.
No matter what happens during your day, never let anything
mentally affect your workouts. Once your workout is done, you
can then go back to your other duties in life. Be in the NOW.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 6 TRICEPS AND BICEPS
Day 6
Overhead rope ext
Lying triceps extension
Tricep pressdowns
Concentration curls
Preacher curls mach
Cable curls

4
4
4
4
4
4

15-20
8-12
12-15
12-15
12-15
12-15

Triceps make up two thirds of the muscle mass of the arm and are
responsible for making the arm look huge while relaxed.
It is important to go for a full stretch on triceps exercises to ensure
the strongest contraction and the most fiber recruitment possible on
every rep.
Concentration curls do not require much weight. Continue to work
the muscle and flex the biceps through the whole movement. If
you can’t feel the weight, it is because it is too heavy. Reduce the
weight and grow.

BIOFEEDBACK:
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DAY 7 REST DAY
Extended rests are sometimes required to promote system recovery
and allow your body a break, so that it can grow more in the next
phase of your training.
Early on in my training, I did not understand this concept. I
trained no matter how tired I was or how long I was on a given
routine. It is important to structure your training, so that periodic
breaks in training occur.
There are two types of extended rests that can benefit your
training. These are called active rest and passive rest.
In active rest the athlete would perform another type of activity
while discontinuing workouts for awhile. These rest periods may
last form 1 week to 2 months depending on the sport. For building
muscles I have found 2 weeks to be optimum.
This is a good time to plan an active vacation like hiking,
kayaking, snorkeling, etc. that involve daily physical activity.
These activities are usually fun and allow your body to recover
while not gaining too much body fat.
The other type of recovery is called passive rest or recovery.
Basically you do as little as possible. Pick a nice vacation resort
and soak up some rays. Be sure to eat plenty of food and don’t
worry about the calories. This type of rest should last no more
than two weeks before you resume light training.
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Phase Two
Introduction to Endless Growth
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Chapter 15
Weapons of Mass Construction
Bodybuilders who have completed the Freaky Foundation program are ready to begin the
Endless Growth Phase of training. By the end of Freaky Foundation Training you have
increased your nervous systems capacity to handle stress.
Your muscles are ready to explode with Endless Growth, but first you need to follow a
specific scientific program to direct the growth in the right places. The Endless growth
phase is specifically designed to channel all your body’s energy into producing some
serious, freaky muscle growth.
The biggest switch is changing from the Overall System Overload training in Freaky
Foundation to individual body part training in the Endless Growth phase. Now you are
aiming for maximum body part overload instead of total nervous system overload.
In other words, we want to fry the muscles we’re training, not the whole body. There’s a
huge difference between complete nervous system overload and specific muscular
overload. In Endless Growth Phase we are looking to overload the muscle specifically.
Once you go through one 12- week phase of Endless Growth training, you can maximize
your overall growth by switching back to another Freaky Foundation Routine. Upon
completing the second Freaky Foundation routine you can add another 12-week Endless
Growth phase.
By switching between the two phases you get better overall development in your body.
Staying in one phase or another for two long would be counterproductive to your success
in building freaky big muscles.
Cycling your training is necessary because, in order for you body to grow continuously,
you must build up your entire system, so that you are able to trash a body part much
harder with tremendous volume.
The scientific structuring of different phases and cycles of your training is called
periodization. Soviet researchers long ago developed periodization to maximize athletic
performance.
It is important to understand that although general rules apply to periodization, the
biofeedback of the athlete determines the precision and timing of your cycles.
To maximize your results, be sure to record in your journal your biofeedback from every
workout. Then have an expert from the Freaky Big Naturally Insiders Club analyze your
journal to ensure that you are perfecting you timing. This is one area where professional
coaching gives you a considerable advantage over bodybuilders who do not have a coach.
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The Cost of Confusion
Consider trying to figure sets, reps, total volume, nervous system fatigue, and etc. all by
yourself. As you can see, it can get very complicated incredibly fast. For example, if
your train your shoulders with specific emphasis on, say, front deltoids one week, you
will need to emphasize the side or rear deltoids the next week. The third week you have
emphasize the rear deltoids to even out your development.
Also you must consider how your other body part training in a given week affects your
chest workout for that week as well. Because chest training will affect the total work
volume for your front deltoids, you can easily overdevelop one body part at the expense
of the others.
Most bodybuilders make this mistake and fail to build symmetrically pleasing physiques.
Is it any wonder why people fail to build freaky big muscles that are in perfect balance
with each other?
Every bodybuilder has some body parts that grow faster than others. After 12 weeks of
Endless Growth, some body parts will explode so much that you have to switch over to
Freaky Foundation to bring up your weak body parts.
You don’t want to let your body get out of whack and have your body develop in an
unsymmetrical way. Take pictures of yourself regularly, and have an expert evaluate
your physique, before you make mistakes that compromise your symmetry forever.
To combat unsymmetrical development, your next phase of Freaky Foundation Training
would emphasize working your weaknesses. In order for you to do that, your first
exercise will overload a specific weak part at the first of your workout when you have the
most energy. Then you finish with more general exercises.
This individual specialization of your training is called priority training.
For example, if you want to bring up your hamstrings, you would start with high intensity
strip sets on the lying leg curl followed by leg press then hack squats then leg extensions,
squats and finish with stiff leg deadlifts.
NOTE this is where specific personalized routines become critical to overcoming your
weakness. By joining the Freaky Big Naturally Insiders Club you can have your Freaky
Foundation routine or Endless Growth routing tailored to your specific needs.

Endless Growth routines are only available at
www.freakyinsider.com
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Chapter 16
Secrets of Endless Growth
Rep Speed and Mental Focus
In the Endless Growth phase you must still perform the first few exercises with explosive
acceleration to recruit maximum fibers, but one difference is that we usually finish every
Endless Growth session with concentrated time under tension exercises.
For example, you don’t want to throw the weight around when you do cable curls or
dumbbell flies. The changing angle points make it hard not to use momentum.
Momentum is counterproductive to you building Freaky Big Muscles and must be
avoided at all times.
Remember, the goal with time under tension is maximum muscular contraction of the
target muscle group. In order for you to achieve this, you must lower the weight to the
Maximum Overload Point, which stretches the muscle as much as possible while under
training load.
When the muscle is stretched under the training load to its maximum length, you then
activate the myotatic reflex. The myotatic reflex creates a stronger neural drive in your
nervous system allowing you to recruit more muscle fibers.
Mental focus = Maximum muscle mass
Keep in mind, at all times, what you are trying to achieve in your training. Complete
mental focus on the muscle you are training is the key when performing time under
tension exercises. Remember, it is easy to let your mind wander and let momentum take
over while exercise. Discipline yourself to train with absolute concentration, and control
the speed of your repetitions.
I have a saying: “You control the weights don’t let the weights control you”. By
saying this over and over to yourself, while you train, you will ingrain this message in
your brain, so that in time you will automatically exert perfect control over you muscles.
Once you achieve this, the results you produce from your training will grow
exponentially.
All too often I see bodybuilders whose egos got the best of them and I watch them as they
mindlessly bounce and throw weights around with ridiculous form.
Perform your workouts like this and you will doom yourself to the land of smallness
forever. Use a moderate weight that you can completely control and reap the incredible
growth it produces.
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In many cases, bodybuilders who first switch to this style of training will use only 60 to
70 percent of the weight that they are used to using. Once again, remember that your
muscles don’t know how much weight they are lifting; they only know hard they have to
contract. By training with absolutely perfect form and mental focus, I found that training
with a slightly lighter weight I could work the target muscle harder. It’s all about
maximizing the quality of every inch of every rep of every set.

Exercise Selection and Volume
In Endless Growth Training, we select exercises that overload the muscles in specific
positions. So pick exercises that recruit the most fibers possible. We typically choose
four to seven exercises for any given body part.
Each week varies in the Endless Growth Phase. One week your workout will overload
your muscle in a specific way to induce growth of certain fiber types. The next week you
workout might emphasis the inner thigh muscles around the knee, and the next week you
might focus on the muscles that develop the outer sweep of the thighs.
With Endless Growth phase training and Freaky Foundation Training, we take care of all
of the details. All you have to do is follow the routing and work as hard as possible every
workout.

Volume Variables
The total volume of sets stays relatively the same from week to week for each muscle
group. The big difference between weeks is how you will vary the volume for specific
muscles within the muscle group.
For example let’s say you’re doing 20 sets for shoulders, 12 side delts, 4 rears, 4 fronts.
The next week you’ll change that from 4 sides, 12 rears and 4 fronts, and finally you will
finish off the cycle with 4 sides, 4 rears and 12 fronts.
Once you have made it to Advanced Freaky Growth Training, your routine must be
tailored to your specific physique. Otherwise, you eventually reach a point where your
workouts will be counterproductive to building a perfect body.
To find out more, join the Freaky Insider Club to get the latest, most advanced training
program specifically designed for your immediately goals.
All professional bodybuilders are advanced lifters. This is why, when you follow a pro’s
routine, it doesn’t work for you. His workout is tailored to his physique, his experience,
his drug usage etc.
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There is no way a beginner, intermediate, or even an advanced bodybuilder benefit from
a pros routine. It’s dumb to even think of doing such a program.
In the Endless Growth Phase you normally do 50 to 60 percent of your exercises with
machines and cables. This allows you to isolate the target muscle better, so that you
work it harder as well as maximizing rest for your other body parts.
This also gives your nervous system a slight rest, as well as giving your connective tissue
a break. By continuously changing, before your body adapts, you ensure maximum
growth, you will also avoid chronic overtraining.
As far as free weights go, we focus on dumbbell work over barbell work. Dumbbell
work allows us to go through bigger ranges of motion, as well as follow more natural
plans of movement.

Time between Sets
In Endless Growth Phase, the pace is a little faster than the Freaky Foundation Training.
It’s actually a quite a quick tempo. Remember to make sure that you’re catching your
breath between sets, at least 75 percent of it.
On average your rest should be 45 seconds to 2 minutes. If you need to rest longer, your
cardiovascular system needs to be improved to push your body to the max. Of course, if
you are training with absolute intensity on back and legs exercises, rest periods can even
take a little longer, but you got to be really overloading the muscles big time.
Remember training hard is not a social event. Go to the gym with absolute mental focus.
Master the techniques outlined on Mindset of a Natural Champion CD. In other words, if
you want to build Freaky Big Muscles, don’t chit-chat at the water cooler.

Repetitions
In the Endless Growth Phase, 70 percent of your exercises are in the 8, 12 rep range. The
other 30 percent will vary wildly from as low as 4 to as high as 20 or more repetitions.
The exception to this rule is when we are training legs. The Freaky Growth zone for legs
lies from 12 to 20-plus reps, and sometimes we’ll even do as many as 100 reps legs.

Length of Workouts
In the Endless Growth Phase you can train faster because you are localizing the stress to a
particular muscle. Because your training is not limited to system fatigue, this results in a
faster workout. Ideally you want to be out of the gym in 45 to 60 minutes, but sometimes
it can take up to 75 minutes due to the high volume for body parts like legs and back.
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Workouts per Week
Volume is King. The bottom line is., if your recovery from your workouts is complete,
the more you train - the more you grow. The optimal amount of sessions is five to six
times a week, although there are exceptions, when it comes to advanced trainees.
We understand that some people are only able to train three or four times a week, but just
don’t expect quite the same level of freaky growth as the guys hitting the gym six days a
week. If you want to build Freaky Big Muscles, training must become a priority in your
life - period.
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Chapter 17
Freaky Big Naturally Conclusion
CONGRATULATIONS! After going through everything in the home study course and
listening to the CD’s, you are already way ahead of 99% of the bodybuilders out there.
Keep reviewing the information over and over until you know every detail inside out. By
constant review you will pick up things that you missed the first time around. Review the
perfect workout CD and Mindset of Natural Champion until you are able to duplicate the
exact mental state all champions have in the gym and outside of the gym.
You now have a definite science backed action plan based on my experience and
thousands of hour’s research. FREAKY GROWTH NATURALLY is the greatest
training program ever created for Natural Bodybuilders.
Freaky Foundation stage is the absolute most critical stage in order for you to progress
into more intense levels of training and greater levels of muscle growth. In time, YOU
WILL progress beyond Freaky Foundation to Endless Growth System training.
I encourage you to join FREAKY INSIDERS CLUB. The insiders club is for those who
want to go WAY BEYOND normal levels of muscle growth. We get in depth on
Advanced Freaky Big Training Principles such as:
Professional Pain Management
Megabolic Super Compensation
Megabolic CNS Overload
Micronutrient Supplementation
Synergistic Stretching
Intensity for Immensity
Beyond Biofeedback
Hardcore Herbs
Go to www.freakyinsider.com
Even more exciting is THE ULTRA EXCLUSIVE OFFER to the Freaky Insiders Club.
But first you gotta ask yourself some serious questions…
•
•
•
•

Are you ready to gain 20, 30 or 40 pounds of new muscle?
Can you afford to purchase a whole new wardrobe because you outgrow you
current one?
Are you mentally strong enough to have people accusing you of steroid use?
Can you handle people staring at you when you walk down the street in a t-shirt?
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•

Do you have what it takes to push your body to the absolute human limit of
intensity?

If you answered yes to all five of these questions turn the page for a very exciting
announcement…

Do You Have What It Takes To Be
A Freaky Insider?
A message from Wade McNutt…
Deep inside the iron trenches…
Dear fellow muscle warrior,
Are you ready to unleash even greater freaky growth! Then get ready for the most
explosive muscle growth, result producing, and body transforming training experience
ever created in the Freaky Big Naturally training systems series.
Not everybody can take the course…
You must first complete the Freaky Big Foundation stage before ordering ENDLESS
GROWTH and I will tell you why?
The Fact is…
I DON’T CARE ABOUT THE MONEY!!! I am here to give real bodybuilders real
results, and I don’t want my Cutting Edge philosophy getting into the hands of pansies
who can’t handle the Training.
Number one I am from the old school ,and I believe that you gotta work for what you
get. I am not going go give out my biggest training secrets for endless growth to every
Tom, Dick, and Harry just because they got the money to pay.
Second if you haven’t completed FREAKY FOUNDATION, you would just end up
blowing out your nervous system which may require months to recover from. Believe
me, YOU have got to be super hardcore to handle the ENDLESS GROWTH PHASE.
The routines are so intense that they keep your muscles in a constant state of SHOCK,
which unleashes JAW DROPPING SIZE GAINS. I mean, I have clients complaining
that they can’t afford clothes because there are growing so fast.
Some guys are moving up a whole weight class in less than a month. The great part is
members in the INSIDERS CLUB know exactly when to switch from FREAKY
FOUNDATION to ENDLESS GROWTH.
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I gotta warn you…
You will grow so fast on this program you may develop STRETCH MARKS. Many
guys have a hard time finding pants that they can fit their legs into and you can forget
about ever buying a suit of the rack.
Once you have been on this program for a month, forget about every having a normal life
ever again.
Girls will be all over you, jealous guys will hate you, children, adults and grandparents
will be fascinated with the immense size or your body.
People will constantly ask you for advice or accuse you of using steroids, growth
hormones, insulin, IGF-1 and other USELESS DRUGS. When traveling, you will get
stopped for “random searches” at airports.
Basically you had better be prepared to attract a lotta of extra attention everywhere you
go. In just a few short weeks your life will radically change forever...

How Is This Possible?
It is so simple everyone in the IRON GAME overlooked it. We have discovered how to
keep your body from adapting to training. This is the GREATEST DISCOVERY ever in
Natural Bodybuilding. I am so excited about this discovery I can hardly stand it.

Adaptation Is A Bad Word…
Science has proven that your body will adapt to almost any kind of training. Adaptation
is when the body stops growing. Knowing when to change routines, and what routines to
change to is of PARAMOUNT IMPORTANCE to keep growing.
Members in the INSIDERS CLUB do not waste a single day because they know exactly
based on their BODY’S BIOFEEDBACK WHEN, WHERE, AND HOW to change
programs and keep growing.
Best of all, we have the right FREAKY BIG NATURAL TRAINING ROUTINE for you
when you need it. Not only that, we also make available specialty programs to bring up a
weak body parts, programs like PERFECT PECS, TITANIC THIGHS, and
GIANORMOUS GUNS just to name a few.

The Point Is…
I have so much information to pass on to you that I don’t want to overload you all at
once. I want to guide through each stage of your muscle journey.
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I don’t want you to waste valuable time and money like I did. I want to give you the
TRUTH about getting FREAKY BIG NATURALLY, and I certainly want you to
AVOID the stupid training errors that I see everyone in the gym making.
I Love Bodybuilding and I know you do too…
Bodybuilding has built me a powerful healthy body. Bodybuilding has given me a
wonderful career, great friends, self confidence, self discipline, money, beautiful
girlfriends, world travel and countless memories that I wouldn’t trade for anything in the
world.

I want you to HAVE everything I have.
I want you to get it FASTER than I did. And I don’t want you to make all the mistakes I
did. I care deeply about your success and I am 1000 % committed to giving you all of the
SECRETS I learned in becoming one of the best natural bodybuilders in the world.
The path is simple
So work hard my friend. Let nothing stand in your way
TRAIN, EAT, GROW, AND THINK
At all times like a CHAMPION and you will become a champion. I look forward to
hearing from you, and I can’t wait to meet you in the Freaky Insiders Club.
Go check it out at http://www.freakyinsider.com/
HTU
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Until then…

DON’T LET ANYBODY STEAL YOUR DREAMS!
Live well, love life, and be healthy,
Wade McNutt
FREAKY BIG NATURALLY FOREVER
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